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APPLICATION OF BIG DATA APPROACHES TO TOPICS 
IN INFECTIOUS DISEASE EPIDEMIOLOGY 
COREY MICHAEL BENEDUM 
Boston University School of Public Health, 2019 
Major Professor: Sherri O. Stuver, Sc.D., Clinical Professor of Epidemiology 
ABSTRACT 
The availability of big data (i.e., a large number of observations and variables per 
observation) and advancements in statistical methods present numerous exciting 
opportunities and challenges in infectious disease epidemiology. The studies in this 
dissertation address questions regarding the epidemiology of dengue and sepsis by 
applying big data and traditional epidemiologic approaches. In doing so, we aim to 
advance our understanding of both diseases and to critically evaluate traditional and 
novel methods to understand how these approaches can be leveraged to improve 
epidemiologic research.  
 In the first study, we examined the ability of machine learning and regression 
modeling approaches to predict dengue occurrence in three endemic locations. When we 
utilized models with historical surveillance, population, and weather data, machine 
learning models predicted weekly case counts more accurately than regression models. 
When we removed surveillance data, regression models were more accurate. 
Furthermore, machine learning models were able to accurately forecast the onset and 
duration of dengue outbreaks up to 12 weeks in advance without using surveillance data. 
This study highlighted potential benefits that machine learning models could bring to a 
  viii 
dengue early warning system.  
The second study utilized machine learning approaches to identify the rainfall 
conditions which lead to mosquito larvae being washed away from breeding sites 
occurring in roadside storm drains in Singapore. We then used conventional 
epidemiologic approaches to evaluate how the occurrence of these washout events affect 
dengue occurrence in subsequent weeks. This study demonstrated an inverse relationship 
between washout events and dengue outbreak risk.  
 The third study compared algorithmic-based and conventional epidemiologic 
approaches used to evaluate variables for statistical adjustment. We used these 
approaches to identify what variables to adjust for when estimating the effect of 
autoimmune disease on 30-day mortality among ICU patients with sepsis. In this study, 
autoimmune disease presence was associated with an approximate 10-20% reduction in 
mortality risk. Risk estimates identified with algorithmic-based approaches were 
compatible with conventional approaches and did not differ by more than 9%. This study 
revealed that algorithmic-based approaches can approximate conventional selection 
methods, and may be useful when the appropriate set of variables to adjust for is 
unknown. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The availability of “big data,” characterized as datasets that have orders of 
magnitude more observations or variables per observation as compared with other 
datasets in the same field that are obtained from a single or multiple linked sources in 
near real-time,1–12 and the statistical methods used to analyze these data (e.g., machine 
learning) present numerous opportunities for advancements in epidemiologic research.13–
15 These opportunities range from integrating conventional epidemiologic data with 
newly available data, such as continuous weather measurements and unstructured 
medical data (e.g., doctor’s notes and radiology images), to the application of novel 
models used to sift through the data deluge to identify potentially relevant patterns and 
signals associated with health outcomes.16–19  
One of the more fascinating advancements brought about by the advent of big 
data are the models used for its analysis. Machine learning models are a group of 
algorithms and statistical models used to identify patterns and relationships within data.20 
Using these patterns, researchers are able to gain novel insights about the surrounding 
world or to make predictions about the future.20 The field of machine learning is 
multidisciplinary and draws upon concepts from several disparate scientific fields 
including computer science, statistics, and biology. This multidisciplinary approach has 
led to many scientific disciplines adopting these models.20 
Though many of the foundational ideas of machine learning have been around 
since the early 1800s,21 it was not until recent advancements in data storage and 
computing power were made that use of these models became practical for the majority 
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of scientists.22 Since these methods have become widely accessible, machine learning has 
aided in many scientific and technological advancements across several scientific and 
industrial domains. One of the most recent scientific achievements in machine learning 
was the discovery of the Higgs boson particle.23 Physicists used machine learning models 
to sift through the massive volume of data –as much as 50 terabytes per second– created 
by the sensors at the Large Hadron Collider and to identify patterns associated with 
various particles.23 Machine learning has also been used to gain business insight and for 
cybersecurity. As such, machine learning has been used to detect warning signs of 
identity theft and fraud, recommend movies a viewer may enjoy, and analyze minerals 
beneath the earth’s surface.22,24 
Epidemiologists have long been analyzing data coming from linked population-
based administrative, health, and demographic registries such as those found in Nordic 
countries.1 Use of such voluminous data has resulted in the ability to rapidly detect risk 
signals associated with rare adverse events and refute harmful associations observed in 
smaller studies by providing convincing evidence of a null association.1 Big data, as it is 
currently known, has become a common part of specific sub-fields of biomedical and 
public health research. Those who work within the “-omics” fields (e.g., genomics, 
proteomics, and metabolomics) must utilize big data approaches in order to distinguish 
signals from noise in the massive datasets used for their studies.19 Similarly, some 
epidemiologists have attempted to identify signals related to infectious disease trends in 
non-traditional data sources such as Twitter and Google search queries.25,26 
 Within the broader epidemiology community, there is some debate about the 
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utility of machine learning and big data.17 Supporters have noted that machine learning 
and big data can help improve epidemiologic research. For example, machine learning 
can be used in contexts where prediction is a part of the inferential process while big data 
provides access to additional variables that can be explored for further causal 
explanations.17 Skeptics have correctly pointed to challenges such as data quality, 
generalizability, and difficulty in interpreting machine learning models.1,15,17,19 These 
specific challenges can manifest as measurement error and other biases as well as the 
need to identify clinically important findings from a multitude of statistically significant 
results.1,15,19 Notably, overcoming these challenges is a hallmark of conducting high 
quality epidemiologic research, suggesting that trained epidemiologists may be uniquely 
qualified to address these biases and inferential limitations.1,15,17,19 
Despite the slow acceptance of machine learning models in epidemiology, these 
approaches are currently being used by other scientific disciplines to address 
epidemiologic questions. Machine learning models have already been used to detect 
public health events,27 perform public health surveillance,28–30 and predict clinical 
outcomes31–33  and disease spread.34–39 If epidemiology as a field does not continue to 
evaluate the role of machine learning and big data in epidemiologic research, we run the 
risk of losing the opportunity to discuss if and how these approaches should be applied in 
biomedical and public health research.15 
Recognizing that health questions may be best solved by an interdisciplinary 
approach that draws on ideas from epidemiology, big data, and machine learning, 
epidemiologists must actively engage in the application of these novel methods to 
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understand their strengths and limitations –just as epidemiologists have previously done 
for what are now considered conventional approaches.18 To better understand the role of 
these methods within the context of epidemiology, this dissertation aims to apply 
epidemiologic and big data approaches to critically evaluate questions pertaining to 
infectious disease epidemiology.   
In Study 1 (Chapter 2), machine learning and regression-based models are used to 
predict dengue occurrence in three endemic locations, using location-specific dengue 
surveillance, population, and weather data. Traditional regression-based models are 
limited by their inability to account for the numerous non-linear biological relationship 
that exist within nature and to consider all variables within the high-dimensional 
combined environmental and surveillance datasets used to develop disease early warning 
systems.40 Due to these limitations, machine learning models may be better suited to 
represent the enviro-dengue ecosystem, resulting in more accurate predictions. Machine 
learning models, such as the Random Forest41 algorithm, make no formal assumptions 
about the underlying relationship between variables within the dataset. Rather, these 
models “statistically learn” how the predictors are related to the outcome and to each 
other. This process allows the machine learning model to identify non-linear relationships 
and interacting variables, without a priori specification. Moreover, some machine 
learning models offer a flexible framework that allows the model to simultaneously 
analyze a large number of predictor variables and automate the process of selecting 
informative predictors and removing non-informative predictors. 
In Study 2 (Chapter 3), machine learning and conventional epidemiologic 
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approaches are applied to better understand the relationship between excess rainfall and 
dengue outbreak occurrence in Singapore. First, machine learning approaches are used to 
develop a model to predict when rainfall will wash Aedes aegypti larvae away from 
breeding sites (“flushing”) that exist in roadside storm drains. Due to their flexible 
framework, machine learning approaches may be better suited to identify the rainfall 
conditions associated with flushing and better represent the highly non-linear system of 
overflowing storm drains. However, from an epidemiologic perspective, it is important to 
understand the causal relationship between flushing occurrence and dengue outbreak 
occurrence. Given the limited interpretability and explanatory power of some machine 
learning models,17 the machine learning predictive framework is coupled with 
conventional epidemiologic models to better understand the causal relationship between 
flushing occurrence and dengue outbreak risk.  
Last, in Study 3 (Chapter 4), machine learning and traditional epidemiologic 
approaches are used to identify potential confounders of the relationship between 
autoimmune diseases and 30-day mortality among ICU patients with sepsis. With 
traditional epidemiologic strategies, confounders are identified by consulting with subject 
matter experts, conducting literature reviews, and creating Directed Acyclic Graphs –a 
graphical representation of the relationships between variables in the dataset. This 
approach, however, is imperfect and may lead to selecting erroneous variables or not 
selecting relevant confounders, both of which may result in a biased effect estimate.42,43 
To overcome this limitation, machine learning approaches can be used to supplement 
expert opinion by statistically estimating the underlying relationships within the data and 
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proposing variables as potential confounders. Here, the two approaches can be contrasted 
with each other –forcing researchers to explain discrepancies between current scientific 
knowledge and empirical study results.42,43 In doing so, the ensuing discussion about 
confounder selection is now informed by a combination of a priori knowledge and 
empirical results derived from the data at hand, enhancing the discussion of what the true 
underlying causal model may be.  
This dissertation aims to contribute to the field of epidemiology in two distinct 
ways. First, the presented studies attempt to advance epidemiologic understanding of 
dengue and sepsis mortality by exploring these topics through the lenses of 
epidemiology, big data, and machine learning. Second, this dissertation will explore how 
epidemiology and big data can be used together to enrich the scientific method.  
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2 EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF  
INFECTIOUS DISEASE PREDICTIVE MODELS: A COMPARISON OF  
MACHINE LEARNING AND REGRESSION BASED MODELS  
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Dengue fever, a mosquito-borne disease, poses a significant public health concern 
due to its re-emergence in tropical and sub-tropical regions.44 There are four related but 
serotypically distinct dengue viruses.45 Infection by one serotype provides lifelong 
immunity to the infecting serotype, but only transient immunity to the other serotypes.46 
Approximately 75% of patients with primary infection do not show signs or symptoms of 
dengue infection resulting in most cases not being observed.47 Due to a complex 
interaction between host and viral factors, those who have experienced prior dengue 
infection have an increased risk for severe infections such as dengue hemorrhagic fever 
(DHF) and Dengue Shock Syndrome.48 
In many countries where dengue is present, the disease is endemic. Globally, 
researchers estimate that dengue infects 390 million people per year;49 however, only 50-
100 million cases are detected due to the high asymptomatic rate.44,49–52 Among 
symptomatic cases, 500,000 develop DHF or Dengue Shock Syndrome; both of which 
have a fatality rate as high as 45% 53. Estimating dengue burden can be problematic due 
to delays in case identification and strong intra- and inter-annual variation in incidence.54 
As a result, implementing effective vector control operations can be problematic.55 To 
overcome these issues, the development of accurate early warnings systems remains an 
active area of research.52  
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Several modeling approaches have been implemented in attempts to predict 
dengue spread. Time series and regression models52,54,56–72 offer a robust and easily 
interpretable framework for monitoring dengue, but can be limited by the underlying 
assumptions and the number of predictors that can be included.40,73 Mechanistic models 
that model individual components of a dynamic system have accurately described 
outbreaks;74–80 however, the data required to parameterize these models are difficult to 
obtain, and the necessary model assumptions (e.g., disease infectivity) may not be clear 
until after the outbreak.54 Machine learning models offer an appealing alternative. Similar 
to mechanistic models, they have a nonparametric and nonlinear modeling structure, but 
unlike regression and mechanistic models, machine learning models are independent of a 
priori specification of variable relationships, and can accommodate high dimensional 
data. These characteristics may result in more robust forecasts. In their limited 
application, machine learning models have successfully predicted outbreaks (i.e., 
reported case counts exceeding a predefined threshold) of various infectious diseases;81–85 
however, the performance of these machine learning models were typically not compared 
with the performance of time series or regression models. As such, it remains 
inconclusive if machine learning models offer any practical advantage over conventional 
models. 
The previously described regression, time series, mechanistic, and machine 
learning models include two components: temporal autocorrelation of cases and the effect 
of weather.54 Temporal autocorrelation is included because there is strong relationship 
between current and subsequent levels of disease. A weather component is included to 
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describe how short-term changes in atmospheric conditions affect disease vectors, hosts, 
and the infectious agent itself. In the case of dengue, rainfall plays an integral role in 
creating suitable breeding conditions for its vector, the Aedes mosquito.86–88 Temperature 
also is known to affect larvae development, adult biting behavior, and the replication rate 
of the dengue virus.51,86,89–92 Likewise, humidity improves egg longevity by preventing 
environmental desiccation.93–95 
Dengue early warning systems are based upon our current understanding of the 
relationship between weather and dengue occurrence. Though it is known that weather 
and climate (i.e., long-term trends in weather for a specific area) affect dengue 
transmission at broad spatial scales,91,96 the importance of these factors relative to other 
drivers (e.g., urbanization, population immunity, and virus infectivity) at the local scale 
remains unknown.97 Furthermore, different weather factors have been observed to have a 
primary role in dengue epidemics across geography, indicating the existence of 
differences in dengue ecology. For example, temperature and humidity were identified as 
strong predictors of dengue in Singapore,52,55,98 while seasonal rainfall was observed to 
be strongly associated with dengue in Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam.99–105 In order to 
develop more accurate early warning systems, the relationship between weather and 
dengue must continue to be explored across different geographic locations.106  
In this study, we developed models using dengue surveillance, population, and 
weather data from three dengue-endemic locations to predict dengue occurrence 1 and 12 
weeks in advance. We defined dengue occurrence two ways: weekly case counts, and 
weekly outbreaks (i.e., where the number of reported cases exceeded a predefined 
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threshold). We selected these definitions because case count is an objective prediction 
measure where uncertainty can be easily quantified, while weekly outbreak occurrence is 
more relevant within the context of public health decision making.54 We used forecast 
horizons of 1 and 12 weeks to develop models that can provide real-time updates and to 
provide timely warnings to give governmental authorities adequate response time, 
respectively.55 We then used these models to examine three questions: (1) “How well do 
machine learning models forecast dengue occurrence, relative to regression-based 
models?” (2) “How is model accuracy impacted by the availability – or lack of – current 
dengue surveillance data?” and (3) “Among data used in our models, what were the 
strongest predictors of dengue occurrence?”  
2.2 METHODS 
2.2.1 Study Areas 
For the current study, we predicted dengue occurrence in three endemic locations: 
Iquitos, Peru; San Juan, Puerto Rico; and Singapore. Iquitos is a geographically isolated 
port city located on the Amazon River with a population of approximately 400,000 
people.97,107 Rainfall occurs year round and is heaviest between November and May. The 
mean daily temperatures of the coolest and hottest months are 25.6°C and 27.5°C, 
respectively. San Juan is the capital and largest city in Puerto Rico with an approximate 
population of 400,000 inhabitants and is located on the Northeastern coast of the island. 
Rainfall primarily occurs between April and November, leaving the other months 
relatively dry. The mean daily temperatures of the coolest and hottest months are 25.3°C 
and 28.7°C, respectively. Last, Singapore is a city state with approximately 5.6 million 
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inhabitants and is located off the Southern-most tip of the Malay Peninsula. Rainfall is 
heaviest during the Northeast monsoon season, which typically occurs from November to 
March.108 A second monsoonal period occurs between June and October; this Southwest 
monsoon is relatively drier than the Northeast monsoon. The mean daily temperatures of 
the coolest and hottest months in Singapore are 26.5°C and 28.4°C, respectively.  
2.2.2 Dengue Surveillance Data, Predictors, and Outcomes  
Weekly dengue case counts for Iquitos were available between June 2000 and 
June 2013 from a passive surveillance network jointly administered by the Peruvian 
Ministry of Health and the U.S. Navy.97,109 The surveillance network includes dengue 
cases reported to 12-13 public and military hospitals, representing approximately 40% of 
the Iquitos population.97,110 We obtained weekly dengue case counts for San Juan from 
April 1990 to April 2013. Cases were collected from a combination of active and passive 
surveillance systems administered by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention Dengue Prevention Branch and the Puerto Rican Department of Health.45 This 
surveillance system operates across all of San Juan. Weekly dengue and DHF cases for 
Singapore were available between January 2000 and December 2016 from the Ministry 
of Health. Dengue is a nationally notifiable disease, meaning that all clinically and 
laboratory diagnosed cases must be reported within 24 hours.72,111 Clinically diagnosed 
cases without laboratory confirmation are subsequently confirmed by the Ministry of 
Health with serologic or virologic testing. Data from each location are publically 
available.109,112 
Using weekly case counts, we created surveillance-based predictors for our 
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models (Table 2.1). We summarized observed dengue case counts with weekly and 
cumulative totals starting from the beginning of the year. We also summarized the annual 
number of dengue cases in the past 1 to 3 years.   
 These data also served as the prediction outcomes, “weekly case counts” and 
“weekly outbreaks.” We created the binary outcome variable, weekly outbreaks, to 
indicate whether or not weekly case counts exceeded a predefined threshold. For this 
study, the outbreak threshold was set at 1.5 standard deviations above the mean weekly 
reported cases (see equations (1) and (2) in Appendix 1).  
2.2.3 Population Data and Predictors 
We ascertained population estimates for each study area. Population estimates for 
the Iquitos metropolitan area came from the National Statistical Institute of Peru between 
2000 and 2014. We represented the population of San Juan using estimates made by the 
U.S. Census Bureau for the San Juan-Carolina-Caguas Metropolitan Statistical Area.109 
These data were available for 1990 and 1999 to 2014. For Singapore, we accessed 
population estimates for the entire country from the Ministry of Trade and Industry, 
Department of Statistics, for 2000-2016.113 For years where population estimates were 
unavailable, we imputed the missing data with a linear regression model where total 
population was regressed by year.  
 Singapore has a highly mobile population with large influxes of travelers. To 
account for the variation in nonresidents, we identified data from the Civil Aviation 
Authority of Singapore detailing the monthly number of air passenger arrivals at Changi 
Airport from 1999 to 2016.114  
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With these population and air travel data we created additional predictor variables 
for our models (Table 2.2). For each study area, we included the yearly population 
estimate as a predictor and for Singapore, we also included the monthly number of 
passenger arrivals by air as a predictor. 
2.2.4 Temporal Predictors 
 Inter- and intra-annual variations in dengue occurrence has been observed across 
the globe, providing evidence for multi-year periodicity which has been estimated to be 
approximately three years.97,115–117 To account for the temporal variation in dengue cases, 
we summarized time by including the month that the week of interest occurs in and 12, 
24, 36, and 48 month periodicities as predictor variables (Table 2.2).   
2.2.5 Weather Data and Predictors 
We ascertained daily summaries (i.e., averages, minimums, maximums, and 
totals) for measurements of temperature, humidity, and rainfall from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the National Environment Agency, 
Singapore (Table 2.3). Weather measurements came from weather stations, remote 
sensed imagery, and meteorological reanalysis. Daily weather summaries obtained from 
remote sensed imagery and meteorological reanalysis were collected from the gridded 
cell surrounding the weather station used for each study area. We collected daily weather 
summaries from January 1999 to March 2014 for Iquitos, January 1989 to April 2013 for 
San Juan, and January 1999 to December 2016 for Singapore.  
 We utilized a combination of sources to account for the various strengths and 
limitations of each data source. Weather stations are able to optimally represent local 
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weather patterns, however, due to microclimates or changes in land use, weather station 
observations may not be generalizable to the surrounding region.118–120 Additionally, 
weather stations are limited in their geographic distribution and only collect 
measurements on a small number of variables.118–120 Remote sensed imagery data 
overcome the limited distribution of weather stations and provide accurate 
representations of most environmental factors;56,118,121 however, relative to weather 
stations, some weather phenomenon may be inaccurately measured.118 There is also an 
inherent trade-off between spatial and temporal resolutions.122,123 Meteorological 
reanalysis estimates weather conditions through data assimilation –a process that relies 
upon empirical observations and model-based forecasts.124 Though typically consistent 
with empirical measurements, these estimates can be limited by the forecasting and data 
assimilation methods used.125  
We created weather-based predictors for our models (Table 2.4) by aggregating 
daily weather summaries into multi-day and multi-week summaries. We created 
temperature and humidity predictors by aggregating daily summaries into 7-, 14-, 21-, 
and 28-day summaries using moving averages and standard deviations. Temperature 
alone does not account for the optimal temperature ranges for the Aedes mosquito and 
may not accurately represent the temperature-dengue relationship. To address this 
potential limitation, we created additional temperature predictors based upon the 
Temperature Suitability Index (TSI).126 The TSI converts temperature measurements to a 
value between 0 and 10; a 0 indicates that Aedes mosquitoes cannot survive, while a 10 
indicates optimal temperature conditions. Because we did not have the necessary data to 
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infer the minimum, maximum, and optimal temperature thresholds, we selected the 
thresholds described by De Wet et al (i.e., minimum: 15°C; optimal lower: 20°C; optimal 
upper: 30°C; and maximum: 40°C).126 We aggregated daily TSI summaries into 7-, 14-, 
21-, and 28-day summaries using moving averages and standard deviations. We created 
rainfall predictors by aggregating daily rainfall summaries into 7-, 14-, 21-, and 28-day 
summaries with moving averages, standard deviations, and total number of days with any 
rainfall. We also summarized daily total rainfall for cumulative periods of 1- to 20-
weeks. The effect of rainfall on mosquito abundance has been found to differ across 
seasons.117,127 To account for the interaction between rainfall and temperature, we created 
additional predictors that summarized daily total rainfall for cold, warm, and hot periods 
with 7-, 14-, 21-, and 28-day moving averages and standard deviations. We defined cold, 
warm, and hot periods with the average daily temperature for the same period. We used 
the extreme minimum and maximum TSI thresholds to determine periods of cold and hot 
rainfall, respectively.117 
2.2.6 Missing Weather Data 
 We observed missing daily weather measurements in each area due to non-
reporting or instrument failure. Among all days in the data collection period, 69.5% in 
Iquitos, 1.1% in San Juan, and 0.59% in Singapore had at least one missing measurement. 
Figure 2.1 describes the amount of missing data per variable by study area. In Iquitos and 
Singapore, weather stations were the primary source of missing data; for San Juan, 
remote sensed imagery was the most affected data source. We imputed missing weather 
data using multiple imputation by chained equations with the MICE R package.128 For 
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this study, we created 10 imputation sets which we then averaged to obtain a final value 
for each missing observation.129  
2.3 ANALYSIS 
2.3.1 General Prediction Approach 
In our analysis, we developed models to predict weekly dengue occurrence based 
upon the temporal variation in dengue activity, regional population, and weather. Figure 
2.2 reflects the general framework for the prediction models. In our approach, we trained 
(i.e., fit to data) models with a subset of the study data (i.e., training data) and evaluated 
the accuracy of model forecasts on the last four years’ worth of data (i.e., testing data) 
that had been withheld during model training (Figure 2.3). Each model made 1 and 12 
week prospective forecasts from week “W” (i.e., the week of interest) using the previous 
26 weeks of predictor data (W-1, W-2, …, W-26).  
To assess how each model’s predictive accuracy was affected by the lack of 
current dengue surveillance data, we developed models to predict dengue occurrence 
using only population, temporal, and weather predictor variables. We compared the 
performance of these models with the performance of the same models when surveillance 
data inputs were included.  
For each trained model, we performed a variable analysis where we assessed how 
important an individual predictor was to the model. The variable analysis allowed us to 
(1) identify the strongest predictors of dengue case counts for each study area and (2) 
perform variable reduction, a conventional approach to improve model accuracy. During 
variable reduction, we removed weakly and non-informative predictors by ranking each 
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variable according to the variables measure of importance, which is defined later. After 
ranking each variable, we removed all non-informative variables and selected the top 1%, 
5%, and 10% most important variables. We then retrained each model using the three 
subsets of predictors and evaluated the predictive accuracy of these models.  
All models and statistical analyses were implemented in the R programming 
environment version 3.3.3.130 
2.3.2 Predicting Weekly Outbreaks  
 We observed substantial imbalance in the proportion of outbreak and non-
outbreak weeks for each study area. Class imbalance can cause a predictive model to 
classify all predictions as the same class in an effort to maximize model accuracy, 
resulting in an uninformative model.110 To overcome the limitation of class imbalance, 
models predicting weekly outbreaks were trained on a “balanced” dataset where we 
under-sampled non-outbreak observations to create a 1:1 ratio of outbreak to non-
outbreak observations in the training set. To account for sampling variability, we created 
500 training sets which we used to train each model. We then averaged weekly 
predictions from each of the 500 trained models to obtain a final prediction. Additionally, 
we optimized model performance by selecting the classification threshold (i.e., the 
minimum prediction value required for an observation to be classified as “outbreak”) that 
maximized model performance. 
2.3.3 Machine Learning Models  
In our study, we used two machine learning models to forecast dengue 
occurrence: Random Forest (RF), which we used to predict both weekly case counts and 
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weekly outbreaks, and Random Forest-Univariate Flagging Algorithm (RF-UFA), which 
we used to predict weekly outbreaks. Because these models attempt to identify patterns 
within the data, the models are able to identify and account for nonlinear relationships 
between predictors and model outcomes. 
RF is an ensemble machine learning algorithm based upon decision trees and has 
been previously used to analyze time series data.81,106,131 RF creates numerous decision 
trees and fits each decision tree to a bootstrapped sample of the training data. Each 
decision tree recursively partitions the sampled data. Each split in the decision tree 
represents an “if-then” decision rule for the variable used to split the data. Beginning with 
all sampled observations, the model randomly selects a subset of variables to split the 
data with. From the sampled predictors, the model identifies the decision rule that best 
splits the data into two groups. The best decision rule is defined as the rule that 
maximizes the intra-group homogeneity of the two newly created groups. The newly 
created subgroups are continuously split until a new decision rule does not improve the 
model fit or stopping criteria are met. Terminal nodes represent the predicted outcome for 
observations that are described by the preceding decision rules. When making a final 
prediction, the RF model outputs the average predicted value over all decision trees. All 
RF models were fitted with the randomForest R package.132   
RF-UFA is an extension of the RF algorithm and uses the Univariate Flagging 
Algorithm (UFA) to transform continuous predictors into binary predictors. UFA is based 
upon a z-score and is used to identify an optimal threshold for a single continuous 
predictor that is associated with a statistically significant higher (“high risk”) or lower 
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(“low risk”) risk of the prediction outcome. Thresholds are selected to optimize the 
difference in the outcome rate for observations that fall outside of the optimal threshold 
and a baseline rate defined as the outcome rate within the interquartile range of the 
evaluated predictor.133 Two thresholds can be identified, one above and one below the 
median value of the predictor. UFA can be integrated into several different prediction 
models; for the present study, we integrated UFA with an RF model. To do so, each 
statistically significant threshold (p ≤ 0.01) was used to create a binary variable (or 
“flag”) indicating whether or not the threshold was met for an observation.133 The model 
then creates two additional variables aggregating the number of high and low risk flags 
met per observation. In its application, UFA has been shown to identify thresholds that 
align well with subject matter expertise, while RF-UFA has been observed to perform 
equal to or better than other models such as RF and Logistic regression.133,134 
2.3.4 Regression-based Models 
 Regression-based models are a conventional modeling approach and have been 
used to forecast various infectious diseases.52,56,57,63,69,70,72 Unlike RF and RF-UFA, 
unless otherwise encoded, these models assume a linear relationship between the 
predictors and outcome. For our study we compared the performance of selected machine 
learning models with Poisson and Logistic regression, both of which are generalized 
linear models. We used Poisson regression to predict weekly case counts and Logistic 
regression to predict weekly outbreaks.  
Poisson regression is similar to linear regression with the exception that Poisson 
regression is a log linear model and is used when the outcome variable is an observed 
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count that follows a Poisson distribution. Unlike RF, Poisson regression is not well suited 
for high dimensional data analysis and requires additional measures to prevent 
overfitting.  
Rather than directly modeling the outcome variable, Logistic regression models 
the probability that an observation belongs to a particular class of the outcome 
variable.135 To do so, Logistic regression assumes that the outcome variable fits a 
binomial distribution and uses a logit link function to model said probability. Like 
Poisson regression, Logistic regression models are prone to overfitting when applied to 
high dimensional data.  
To minimize the risk of overfitting we used the Least Absolute Shrinkage and 
Selection Operator (LASSO) algorithm which extends standard regression models by 
automating the selection of which predictors to include in the model and estimating 
model parameters with low variability.136–138 This is achieved by optimizing the sum of 
the log-likelihood and a penalty parameter which controls model complexity.138 We 
identified the optimal penalty parameter using 10-fold cross validation and selecting the 
parameter that minimized the cross validation mean absolute error (MAE), for Poisson 
regression models, and the misclassification error rate, for Logistic regression models.138 
All Poisson regression and Logistic regression models were implemented with the glmnet 
R package.139  
2.3.5 Variable Importance 
 Variable importance is a measure of how much a single variable contributes to the 
overall predictive accuracy of a model. For RF-based models, we ranked variables 
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according to their “percentage increase in mean squared error” when predicting weekly 
case counts and by their “mean decrease in accuracy” when predicting weekly 
outbreaks.41 Both metrics measure how much error would be introduced into the model’s 
predictions if the variable were to be removed. For Poisson regression and Logistic 
regression, we ranked variables according to the absolute value of the standardized 
coefficient, a conventional ranking approach for regression models.140 
2.3.6 Model Evaluation 
We evaluated the performance of each model with the testing data. To quantify 
model accuracy, we selected accuracy metrics that measure how well model predictions 
approximate observed outcomes. When predicting weekly case counts, we used mean 
absolute error (MAE; see equation (3) in Appendix 1) which measures how far a 
prediction deviates from the observed outcome. The MAE is considered to be an 
unbiased estimator because it only considers the variance and not the magnitude of the 
errors.106 Since the magnitude of reported dengue cases varied widely by study area, we 
also report the normalized MAE (nMAE; see equation (4) in Appendix 1). The nMAE 
provides an estimate of the prediction error relative to the average number of weekly 
cases in the testing data and allows for better comparisons of model accuracy between 
study areas and forecast horizons. The best value that can be obtained for both MAE and 
nMAE is 0, while the worse value is unbounded. For models forecasting weekly 
outbreaks, we quantified how well model predictions approximated observed outcomes 
with Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC; see equation (5) in Appendix 1). MCC 
measures the correlation between a binary outcome and prediction and unlike other 
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measures MCC is insensitive to class imbalance.141,142 The best value that can be obtained 
for MCC is +1, while the worse value is -1.  
2.4 RESULTS 
 Weekly dengue case counts for each study area are presented in Figure 2.4. We 
observed substantial inter-annual variation as well as wide ranges in the number of 
weekly reported cases during the observational periods by study area. Reported weekly 
case counts ranged from 0 to 116 in Iquitos, 0 to 461 in San Juan, and 3 to 888 in 
Singapore. The average number of weekly cases varied greatly by study area as well. In 
each study area, the average number of weekly cases was 7.57, 38.84, and 115.96 for 
Iquitos, San Juan, and Singapore respectively. During the study period, we observed a 
notable increase in the number of reported dengue cases in Singapore, which was a result 
of a large dengue outbreak throughout all of Southeast Asia in 2013.143–146  
In our study we developed multiple machine learning and regression-based 
models under various data availability and forecast horizon settings. Since the objective 
of this study was to compare machine learning with regression-based models, we only 
describe the results for models with the best performance under each data-forecast 
horizon scenario. In our evaluation, models with the smallest nMAE or largest MCC 
were defined as the best performing models. 
2.4.1 Forecasting Dengue Case Counts  
In Iquitos (Figure 2.5), RF was unable to accurately capture the sharp rise in 
dengue cases in 2011, while Poisson regression model forecasts better reflected this 
increase. Of interest, Poisson regression showed little variation in predicted dengue cases 
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and typically predicted the mean observed value. In San Juan, when predicting one week 
ahead, both RF and Poisson regression captured the general trend in dengue case counts 
(Figure 2.6). Unlike in Iquitos, RF accurately reflected the magnitude of the large dengue 
outbreaks when surveillance data were included in the model. When predicting 12 weeks 
in advance, all models reflected the general trends in dengue cases, with the exception of 
the 2012-2013 dengue season. In Singapore (Figure 2.7), when surveillance data were 
included in the model, RF and Poisson regression one week ahead predictions captured 
the general trend in dengue case counts, especially after 2013. However, whenever we 
removed these model inputs, both RF and Poisson regression performed poorly. Neither 
RF nor Poisson regression were able to accurately predict dengue case counts 12 weeks 
in advance.  
Table 2.5 summarizes the nMAE and MAE of the residuals between observed 
weekly dengue case counts and model predictions for the optimal RF and Poisson 
regression models by study area and the data used to make the predictions (results for all 
evaluated models are available in Appendix 2). When the evaluated models predicted 
dengue cases one week ahead and surveillance data were included, RF had more accurate 
forecasts relative to Poisson regression. We estimated RF nMAEs as 0.60, 0.18, and 0.25 
in Iquitos, San Juan, and Singapore respectively. Relative to Poisson regression forecasts, 
RF forecasts were, on average, 36% more accurate. We evaluated each model’s ability to 
make long-term forecasts of dengue case counts. Compared with Poisson regression, RF 
had a smaller nMAE in San Juan and Singapore, 0.48 and 0.62 respectively. However, in 
Iquitos, RF and Poisson regression accuracy was similar, where model nMAEs were 0.99 
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and 0.98, respectively.  
To understand how RF and Poisson regression forecast accuracy is affected by the 
lack of current surveillance data, we retrained models without including surveillance 
related predictors. We found that when making near term forecasts RF nMAEs were 
equal to 0.95, 0.57, and 0.31 in Iquitos, San Juan and Singapore respectively. We 
observed Poisson regression nMAEs equal to 0.97, 0.49 and 0.60 in Iquitos, San Juan, 
and Singapore, indicating better performance than RF in Singapore and equal 
performance in Iquitos and San Juan. For long-term prediction in Iquitos and San Juan, 
the RF model (nMAE = 0.96 and 0.57 respectively) was less accurate than Poisson 
regression; we estimated Poisson regression nMAEs as 0.87 and 0.56 for Iquitos and San 
Juan respectively. In Singapore, we estimated RF and Poisson regression nMAEs as 0.62 
and 0.65, indicating similar model accuracy.  
2.4.2 The Strongest Predictors of Dengue Case Counts 
Using variable analysis, we identified the strongest RF model predictors of 
weekly dengue case counts (Figures 2.8-2.10). When models included surveillance 
inputs, previous dengue levels were the strongest predictors for near term forecasts. 
When models lacked surveillance inputs, the strongest predictors included population 
size, 2- to 4-year periodicity, multi-week cumulative rainfall, peak daily rainfall (Iquitos 
only), the average and variation in minimum daily temperature (Iquitos only), and 
monthly air passenger arrivals (Singapore only). Of note, these predictors were typically 
distributed over lag periods greater than 15 weeks. Across all study areas, we found that 
the inclusion of surveillance predictors had a much smaller impact on the model’s long-
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term forecast accuracy.  
2.4.3 Forecasting Dengue Outbreaks 
 Table 2.6 presents model MCCs, summarizing how well the optimal RF, RF-
UFA, and Logistic regression model correctly predicted weekly dengue outbreaks 1 and 
12 weeks in advance (results for all evaluated models are available in Appendix 3). When 
predictions were made one week in advance and surveillance data were included in the 
model, both RF and RF-UFA performed equal to or worse than Logistic regression, 
model MCCs equaled 0.68 in Iquitos, 0.95 in San Juan, and 0.80 in Singapore. RF and 
RF-UFA MCCs were 8.41% and 24.39% smaller than Logistic regression MCCs, 
respectively. For long-term forecasts, RF-UFA outperformed all other models where 
MCCs equaled 0.58, 0.61, and 0.30 in Iquitos, San Juan, and Singapore, respectively. On 
average, RF-UFA MCCs were 125.29% and 78.93% larger than RF and Logistic 
regression model MCCs.  
 The removal of the surveillance data resulted in RF-UFA being the most accurate 
model in Iquitos and Singapore when predicting one week ahead, (MCC = 0.81 and 0.28, 
respectively). In San Juan, Logistic regression outperformed RF-UFA and RF where 
MCCs equaled 0.70, 0.64, and 0.46 for the three models. For long-term predictions, RF-
UFA performed equal to or better than all other models having an MCC equal to 0.58, 
0.61 and 0.27 in Iquitos, San Juan, and Singapore.  
 To evaluate RF-UFA’s utility as an early warning tool, we compared the total 
number of high and low risk flags per week with weekly dengue case counts (Figures 
2.11-2.13). Using Pearson’s correlation, we estimated the correlation between high risk 
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flags and dengue cases being 0.60, 0.69 and 0.73 in Iquitos, San Juan, and Singapore. We 
observed a weaker and negative correlation between the number of low risk flags and 
dengue cases in Iquitos (-0.35) and Singapore (-0.37), but a strong negative correlation in 
San Juan, (-0.79).   
2.5 DISCUSSION 
The models developed in this study were able to predict dengue cases in three 
different geographies reasonably well. RF performed equal to or better than Poisson 
regression when making predictions 1 and 12 weeks ahead and when the model had 
access to prior dengue surveillance data (Table 2.5). On average, RF predictions were 
more accurate than Poisson regression predictions by 36.17% and 7.52% when making 1 
and 12 weeks ahead forecasts, respectively. These results are consistent with other studies 
comparing the forecasting capabilities of RF, with regression, and time series 
models.81,106,131 We believe that the better performance is due to the RF’s ability to 
capture the nonlinear dynamics that are part of dengue ecology.147  
When we withheld surveillance data from the models, both RF and Poisson 
regression captured the general trend in dengue spread in Iquitos and San Juan but not in 
Singapore. Our results show that both models were sensitive to the lack of surveillance 
data and nMAEs increased by approximately 140% and 40% for RF and Poisson 
regression models respectively. The increase in error is most likely a result of the 
combination of similar yearly weather patterns but high inter-annual variation in dengue 
spread. As such, these models are unable to fully anticipate whether or not future dengue 
levels will be high or low when surveillance data are unavailable.  
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For some scenarios, such as vector control planning, the accurate prediction of 
outbreak periods may prove sufficient to provide an early warning. RF-UFA was able to 
forecast weekly dengue outbreaks 12 weeks in advance with reasonable accuracy. Of 
interest, RF-UFA accuracy was not strongly affected by the exclusion of surveillance 
data. Relative to RF and Logistic regression models using similar predictor data, the RF-
UFA model performed equal to or better (Table 2.6). In our analysis of the RF-UFA 
model we found that the number of weekly high and low risk flags correlated well with 
dengue cases. Twelve weeks have been identified as the optimal lead time to enact 
widespread vector control efforts; based upon our study results RF-UFA could be a 
beneficial addition to an early warning system due to its ability to identify changes in 
dengue spread risk. 
Another study objective was to identify the strongest predictors of dengue case 
counts (Figures 2.9-2.11). According to our models, the strongest predictors were the 
temporal autocorrelation in case counts, indicating that factors such as force of infection 
influence local transmission more so than weather factors. These results do not imply that 
weather and climate are not important but rather, once suitable weather conditions are 
achieved, outbreak risk becomes a function of other drivers such as: vector control, 
population immunity, and virus infectivity. For each study area, when we excluded 
surveillance data, the strongest weather predictors described multi-week weather patterns 
distributed over lag periods greater than 15 weeks. The observed relationships in our 
study are most likely due to the phase difference between seasonal signals causing the 
variables to become correlated rather than being related through a causal mechanistic 
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link.97 These variables demonstrated low week-to-week variation, but larger month-to-
month variation. In addition, the observed lag periods are towards the maximum period 
by which weather variables may affect dengue spread. In Singapore, monthly air travel 
patterns distributed over long lag periods were also a strong predictor of dengue cases. 
Though global travel has been identified as an important driver of dengue spread in 
Singapore,148 the effect of imported cases has been observed to persist a maximum of 14 
to 16 weeks, suggesting that this finding too is due to phase differencing.149–153  
Our study is not without limitations. For each location, due to asymptomatic and 
clinically mild cases, the number of reported dengue cases are most likely an 
underestimate of the true burden of disease.49 As a result, predictions made by our models 
are most likely underestimates of the true dengue burden but reasonable estimates of 
those who sought medical treatment. Underreporting may have also affected the 
performance of models predicting weekly outbreaks by misclassifying truly outbreak 
weeks as non-outbreak.  
Predictor data quality may have also affected model performance. In Iquitos, 
approximately 70% of observed days had at least one missing weather value. To 
overcome this limitation we imputed the missing data with chained equations which is 
able to account for the uncertainties in the imputations and has been shown to accurately  
estimate the standard errors for imputed variables.154 However, forecasts of weekly case 
counts were the least accurate in Iquitos, a result which we believe is partly due to the 
amount of missing data.  
Our study lacked other relevant predictor data such as vector control measures 
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and a detailed population structure. The lack of vector control data could lead to 
overestimates of weekly case counts and false positive dengue outbreak alerts. Further, 
the lack of vector control data may also confound the relationship between predictors and 
prediction outcomes, causing the model to learn biased predictor-outcome relationships. 
These biased relationships would then manifest as model overestimates. Research in many 
dengue endemic countries has found that seropositivity approaches 100% as the local 
population ages.155–158 As such, the addition of population structure data could help the 
models learn the relationship between age, socioeconomic status, and the size of the 
susceptible population.  
Our study highlighted various limitations for each modeling approach. When 
predicting dengue case counts, RF consistently underestimated observed extreme values, 
for example the 2011 outbreak in Iquitos and the 2013 outbreak in Singapore (Figures 2.5 
and 2.7). This consistent underestimation is a direct result of the RF’s inability to predict 
outside of the training set’s outcome distribution.41 Despite this limitation, the RF model 
typically identified when dengue cases would peak. In contrast, Poisson regression would 
occasionally overestimate peak weeks with a delay, due to the model’s reliance upon the 
previous week’s reported cases and the linear relationship imposed by the model. When 
predicting weekly outbreaks, we found that all models performed poorly in Singapore 
where there was a large shift in dengue spread beginning in 2013. As a result, the models 
were unable to be properly calibrated to account for this shift in dengue dynamics.  
In evaluating RF-UFA performance, we found that this model suffered from false 
positives in Iquitos and San Juan. Typically, the model predicted an earlier onset and a 
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later end to the outbreak period and, on occasion, would incorrectly predict extended 
outbreak periods during the traditional peak dengue months. This is certainly problematic 
and requires further attention since too many false positives can lead to alarm fatigue and 
can rapidly deplete limited resources.159 The incorrect prediction of outbreak periods in 
months when dengue transmission is highest highlights the interacting relationship 
between weather and immunogenic drivers. For example, weather factors create 
conditions suitable for an outbreak to occur, but immunologic factors such as 
heterologous and homologous immunity can limit dengue transmission potential and 
outbreak occurrence.54 Though we did not have direct information on immunogenic 
factors, we attempted to account for this data using 1 to 4 year periodicities.  
2.6 CONCLUSIONS 
The work presented here evaluated the ability of machine learning and regression-
based modeling approaches to forecast dengue occurrence. Our study found that RF was 
more accurate than Poisson regression, regardless of the forecast horizon when model 
predictions were based upon surveillance, population, temporal, and weather data. 
However, when we excluded surveillance data, Poisson regression performed equal to or 
better than RF. We also observed that in Iquitos and San Juan, RF-UFA was able to 
accurately forecast the onset and duration of dengue outbreaks up to 12 weeks in advance 
using only population, temporal and weather predictors. Furthermore, in each study area, 
the number of UFA identified high and low risk thresholds met per week correlated well 
with the number of reported dengue cases. Given the potential advantages of machine 
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learning models dengue early warning systems may be improved by the inclusion of 
these models.  
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2.7 FIGURES AND TABLES 
Figure 2.1: Description of missing weather data. 
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Figure 2.2: General framework to develop prediction models. 
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Figure 2.3: Model training approach. 
 
During model development, study data were split into training and testing sets. The last four years of 
data were used as testing data. The model trained on all data (blue area) chronologically preceding the 
test set (red area). After the model was trained and evaluated, the test set was then added to the 
training set. This process continued until each model had been evaluated on all four test sets.  
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Figure 2.4: Weekly observations of reported dengue cases by study area.  
 
In this figure, left-hand panels (red curves) represent training data, while right-hand panels (blue curves) represent the testing data.  
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Figure 2.5: Forecast accuracy of the temporal pattern of dengue case counts, Iquitos, Peru, June 2009 – June 2013. 
 
 
Observed weekly cases counts (black area) are compared with one (A) and 12 (B) week ahead forecasts made by Random Forest and Poisson 
regression models. When surveillance data were included and models predicted one week ahead the optimal RF and Poisson regression models 
used the top 1% of most important predictors. When surveillance data were excluded, the optimal RF model used the top 10% of most important 
predictors while the optimal Poisson regression model used all predictors. When surveillance data were included and models predicted 12 weeks 
ahead, the optimal RF and Poisson regression models used all predictors. When surveillance data were excluded the optimal RF model used the 
top 5% most important predictors while the optimal Poisson regression model used all predictors. Dashed black lines indicate the start of a new 
test set. 
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Figure 2.6: Forecast accuracy of the temporal pattern of dengue case counts, San Juan, Puerto Rico, April 2009 –April 2013. 
 
Observed weekly cases counts (black area) are compared with one (A) and 12 (B) week ahead forecasts made by Random Forest and Poisson 
regression models. When surveillance data were included and models predicted one week ahead the optimal RF and Poisson regression models 
used the top 1% of most important predictors. When surveillance data were excluded, the optimal RF model used the top 10% of most important 
predictors while the optimal Poisson regression model used all predictors. When surveillance data were included and models predicted 12 weeks 
ahead, the optimal RF model used the top 1% of most important predictors and Poisson regression used all predictors. When surveillance data 
were excluded the optimal RF and Poisson regression models used the top 10% most important predictors. Dashed black lines indicate the start 
of a new test set.  
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Figure 2.7: Forecast accuracy of the temporal pattern of dengue case counts, Singapore, January 2013 – December 2016.  
 
Observed weekly cases counts (black area) are compared with one (A) and 12 (B) week ahead forecasts made by Random Forest and Poisson 
regression models. When surveillance data were included and models predicted one week ahead the optimal RF mode used the 10% and the 
Poisson regression model used the top 1% of most important predictors. When surveillance data were excluded, the optimal RF and Poisson 
regression model used the top 1% of most important predictors. When surveillance data were included and models predicted 12 weeks ahead, the 
optimal RF and Poisson regression models used the top 1% of most important predictors. When surveillance data were excluded the optimal RF 
and Poisson regression model used the top 1% most important predictors. Dashed black lines indicate the start of a new test set.  
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Figure 2.8: Top 10 most important predictors for the Random Forest model when predicting weekly dengue case counts, Iquitos, 
Peru. 
 
 
The 10 most important predictors, based upon percentage increase in mean squared error, to the Random Forest model prior to variable 
reduction. Red bars indicate the model included surveillance data inputs while blue bars indicate the model did not include surveillance data 
inputs. Predictors are shown for forecasts made 1 (A) and 12 (B) weeks in advance.  
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Figure 2.9: Top 10 most important predictors for the Random Forest model when predicting weekly dengue case counts, San 
Juan, Puerto Rico.  
 
The 10 most important predictors, based upon percentage increase in mean squared error, to the Random Forest model prior to variable 
reduction. Red bars indicate the model included surveillance data inputs while blue bars indicate the model did not include surveillance data 
inputs. Predictors are shown for forecasts made 1 (A) and 12 (B) weeks in advance.  
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Figure 2.10: Top 10 most important predictors for the Random Forest model when predicting weekly dengue case counts, 
Singapore.  
 
 
The 10 most important predictors, based upon percentage increase in mean squared error, to the Random Forest model prior to variable 
reduction. Red bars indicate the model included surveillance data inputs while blue bars indicate the model did not include surveillance data 
inputs. Predictors are shown for forecasts made 1 (A) and 12 (B) weeks in advance.  
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Figure 2.11: RF-UFA forecast accuracy of the temporal pattern of dengue outbreaks, Iquitos, Peru, June 2009–June 2013 
  
 
The number of high risk (red) and low risk (blue) flags per week are plotted against weekly dengue case counts (black) in the testing data. Grey 
regions represent observed outbreak weeks. Thresholds were identified using UFA and are associated with outbreak occurrence 12 weeks into 
the future. Black dashed lines indicate the beginning of a new test set.  
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Figure 2.12: RF-UFA forecast accuracy of the temporal pattern of dengue outbreaks, San Juan, Puerto Rico, April 2009–April 
2013. 
  
 
The number of high risk (red) and low risk (blue) flags per week are plotted against weekly dengue case counts (black) in the testing data. Grey 
regions represent observed outbreak weeks. Thresholds were identified using UFA and are associated with outbreak occurrence 12 weeks into 
the future. Black dashed lines indicate the beginning of a new test set.  
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Figure 2.13: RF-UFA forecast accuracy of the temporal pattern of dengue outbreaks, Singapore, January 2013–December 2016.  
 
 
The number of high risk (red) and low risk (blue) flags per week are plotted against weekly dengue case counts (black) in the testing data. Grey 
regions represent observed outbreak weeks. Thresholds were identified using UFA and are associated with outbreak occurrence 12 weeks into 
the future. Black dashed lines indicate the beginning of a new test set. 
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Table 2.1: Surveillance predictor variables. 
Predictor variable 
Observation 
Period 
Iquitos 
San 
Juan 
Singapore Lag Period 
Weekly reported dengue cases 1 week X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Weekly reported dengue hemorrhagic fever cases 1 week     X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Cumulative dengue cases 
Week 1 to 
week W-1 
X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Cumulative dengue hemorrhagic fever cases 
Week 1 to 
week W-1 
    X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Natural log of dengue annual cases 1 year X X X 1, 2, 3, years 
Natural log of annual dengue hemorrhagic cases 1 year     X 1, 2, 3, years 
 
 
Table 2.2: Population and temporal predictor variables. 
Predictor variable 
Observation 
Period 
Iquitos 
San 
Juan 
Singapore Lag Period 
Natural log of yearly population 1 year X X X No lag 
Natural log of monthly passenger arrivals by air 1 month     X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Sine periodicity  
1, 2, 3, 4 
years 
X X X No lag 
Cosine periodicity 
1, 2, 3, 4 
years 
X X X No lag 
Month 1 month X X X No lag 
 
 
Table 2.3: Weather variables obtained by data source. 
Variable Units Resolution Source 
Daily minimum air temperature Celsius NA Weather Station 
Daily average air temperature Celsius NA Weather Station 
Daily maximum air temperature Celsius NA Weather Station 
Daily diurnal air temperature range Celsius NA Weather Station 
Daily total rainfall millimeters NA Weather Station 
Daily total rainfall millimeters 0.25x0.25 degrees Remote Sensed 
Daily absolute humidity g/m3 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily relative humidity % 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily specific humidity g/kg 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily dew point  Kelvin 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily minimum air temperature Kelvin 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily average air temperature Kelvin 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily maximum air temperature Kelvin 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily diurnal air temperature range Kelvin 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily average surface temperature Kelvin 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
Daily Total Rainfall Kelvin 0.5x0.5 degrees Meteorological Reanalysis 
*Temperature measurements reported in Kelvin were converted to Celsius.  
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Table 2.4: Weather predictor variables.  
    Data Source   
Predictor variable 
Observation 
Period 
Weather 
Station 
Remote 
Sensed 
Meteoro-
logical 
Reanalysis 
Lag 
Period 
Minimum air temperature (moving 
average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average air temperature (moving 
average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Maximum air temperature (moving 
average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Minimum air temperature (TSI scale; 
moving average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average air temperature (TSI scale; 
moving average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Maximum air temperature (TSI scale; 
moving average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Diurnal air temperature range (moving 
average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average surface temperature (moving 
average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average surface temperature (TSI scale; 
moving average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Dew point (moving average) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Absolute humidity (moving average) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Relative humidity (moving average) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Specific humidity (moving average) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (moving 
average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (Cold 
periods; moving average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (Warm 
periods; moving average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (Hot periods; 
moving average) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (Cold 
periods; standard deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (Warm 
periods; standard deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (Hot periods; 
standard deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Minimum air temperature (standard 
deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X  X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average air temperature (standard 
deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X  X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
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Maximum air temperature (standard 
deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X  X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Minimum air temperature (TSI scale; 
standard deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X  X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average air temperature (TSI scale; 
standard deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Maximum air temperature (TSI scale; 
standard deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Diurnal air temperature range (standard 
deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average surface temperature (standard 
deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Average surface temperature (TSI scale; 
standard deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Dew point (standard deviation) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Absolute humidity (standard deviation) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Relative humidity (standard deviation) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Specific humidity (standard deviation) 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day   X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total rainfall per rainy day (standard 
deviation) 
7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Number of rainy days 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Peak daily total rainfall 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-day X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
Total cumulative rainfall 
1-, 2-, 3-,…, 19-, 
20-week 
X X X 
1 to 26 
weeks 
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Table 2.5: Optimal model performance when predicting weekly dengue case counts.  
  1 week ahead forecast accuracy  12 weeks ahead forecast accuracy 
  Iquitos San Juan Singapore  Iquitos San Juan Singapore 
 nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE)  nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE) 
Surveillance Data Included        
   Random Forest 0.60 (4.25) 0.18 (11.76) 0.24 (73.33)  0.99 (7.27) 0.48 (32.46) 0.62 (192.76) 
   Poisson Regression 0.85 (6.02) 0.40 (25.82) 0.31 (97.34)  0.98 (7.16) 0.59 (39.50) 0.66 (205.65) 
Surveillance Data Excluded        
   Random Forest 0.95 (6.78) 0.57 (36.95) 0.60 (185.75)  0.96 (7.03) 0.57 (38.46) 0.62 (193.09) 
   Poisson Regression 0.97 (6.92) 0.49 (31.87) 0.60 (187.22)  0.87 (6.39) 0.56 (37.51) 0.65 (204.35) 
Abbreviations: nMAE: normalized mean absolute error; MAE: mean absolute error. 
Results for all evaluated models are available in S1 Table. 
 
 
Table 2.6: Optimal model performance when predicting weekly dengue outbreaks.  
  1 week ahead forecast accuracy  12 weeks ahead forecast accuracy 
  Iquitos San Juan Singapore  Iquitos San Juan Singapore 
 MCC MCC MCC  MCC MCC MCC 
Surveillance Data Included        
   Random Forest 0.58 0.85 0.80  0.32 0.51 0.08 
   Random Forest-UFA 0.70 0.69 0.41   0.58 0.61 0.30 
   Logistic Regression 0.68 0.95 0.80  0.57 0.60 0.09 
Surveillance Data Excluded        
   Random Forest  0.27 0.46 -0.06  0.35 0.50 0.06 
   Random Forest-UFA 0.75 0.64 0.28   0.58 0.61 0.27 
   Logistic Regression 0.42 0.70 -0.02   0.40 0.62 -0.06 
Abbreviations: MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient.  
Results for all evaluated models are available in Appendix 3. 
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3 STATISTICAL MODELING OF THE EFFECT OF RAINFALL FLUSHING  
ON DENGUE TRANSMISSION IN SINGAPORE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Dengue, a disease transmitted by the Aedes mosquito, is a global public health 
problem. Dengue is endemic in more than 100 tropical and subtropical countries where 
30-50% of the global population is at risk for infection.44,50–52 Annually, there are an 
estimated 50-100 million cases of dengue, with 500,000 of these cases developing into 
life-threatening Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever and Dengue Shock Syndrome.160 
Various weather factors (i.e., short-term changes in atmospheric conditions) 
influence dengue incidence. Temperature and humidity impact dengue incidence by 
affecting adult Aedes feeding behavior, larvae development, and mosquito 
survival.51,86,89–95,160–163 Even small increases in average monthly temperature have been 
associated with increased dengue incidence, for example, a 1°C increase in Brazil 
between 2001 and 2009 led to a 45% increase in the number of dengue cases in 
subsequent months.164  
Although mosquitoes require sufficient rainfall for breeding and larval 
development,51,86–90 too much rainfall can be detrimental.108,165,166 Excessive rainfall can 
cause breeding sites to overflow, disrupting mosquito breeding and destroying 
developing larvae. Mosquito breeding site “flushing”, where water levels exceed a 
breeding site’s drainage threshold and wash away mosquito larvae, has been observed in 
both experimental and field settings.108,165–167 In experimental studies in which variable 
rainfall levels were simulated, heavy rainfall washed away the majority of mosquito 
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larvae and resulted in substantial larvae mortality.165–167 In these studies, the extent of 
flushing depended on rainfall intensity, container size, and larvae age.165,166 In a field 
study in Singapore, where naturally occurring mosquito breeding sites were observed, 
researchers noted that dengue incidence was lowest following months where flushing 
occurrence was most frequent, suggesting that flushing may influence how and when 
dengue transmission occurs.108  
Multiple studies have described weather factors influencing dengue incidence 
using regression and time series models.52,63,64,67,68,91,99,102,160,164,168–177 While relationships 
between temperature and humidity and dengue incidence have been 
consistent,52,63,64,67,68,99,102,160,164,168–174 the relationship between rainfall and dengue 
incidence has remained unclear.91,99,164,164,171–175,177 Different groups have reported weak 
or no connection,91,171–175,177 while other groups have observed a 6% increase in dengue 
incidence for every 10mm increase in monthly rainfall164 and a 21% increase in dengue 
incidence when comparing the 99th and 90th percentiles of cumulative bi-weekly 
rainfall.99 Machine learning tools have been used to predict the occurrence of dengue 
based on a combination of weather parameters, including rainfall.150,159,178–184 Though 
successful in predicting weekly and monthly dengue occurrence with over 90% accuracy, 
given their black box nature, these models were unable to provide an explanatory 
relationship between rainfall and dengue.  
 One unanswered question relates to the influence of flushing on dengue incidence. 
Observations by Seidahmed and Eltahir108 of larvae survival in storm drains in Singapore 
following rainfall events have confirmed that flushing primarily occurs during the 
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Northeast monsoon season. The authors noted that months with the highest rainfall levels 
and most days where flushing occurred preceded months with traditionally low dengue 
incidence. However, given the descriptive nature of the study, it did not quantify the 
rainfall patterns leading to flushing nor quantitatively evaluate the effect of flushing on 
dengue spread.  
 Despite low Aedes aegypti population densities, Singapore has faced increased 
dengue activity and many severe outbreaks.148,185,186 Temperature and absolute humidity 
have been identified as important predictors of future dengue activity.55,160,187 However, 
given the low variation in temperature throughout the year, it seems likely that additional 
weather factors may influence dengue risk. The purpose of this study is to examine the 
association between flushing, expressed through rainfall patterns, and subsequent 
fluctuations in dengue outbreak risk in Singapore between 2000 and 2016. We evaluated 
the mechanistic role of flushing by using entomological and rainfall data from 
Singapore108 to quantify the rainfall conditions associated with flushing. We then used a 
regression model to estimate the effect of flushing on dengue outbreak occurrence.  
3.2 METHODS 
3.2.1 Study Area and Population 
Singapore is located on the southern-most tip of the Malay Peninsula, with a 
population of 5.6 million people.188 After several decades of low dengue 
transmission,186,189 dengue has become a major public health problem where epidemics 
occur every five to six years.148 The increased dengue activity is the direct result of low 
population immunity coinciding with the increased importation of the dengue virus from 
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neighboring countries where dengue activity was much higher.185 Dengue is considered 
to be hyper-endemic because all four serotypes co-circulate and are transmitted year-
round with peak incidence occurring between July and September.98,143,148,190 Singapore 
has a tropical rainforest climate, according to the Köppen climate classification 
system,191,192 with two monsoon seasons, the Northeast and Southwest monsoons. The 
former is associated with heavy rainfall between November and March, while the latter 
occurs between June and October and is relatively drier.193 Average annual precipitation 
is nearly 2.3m. Average daily temperature is stable throughout the year, where average 
daily temperatures of the hottest and coolest months differ by 1.9°C. 
3.2.2 Surveillance Data 
Confirmed weekly dengue case counts in Singapore from 2000 to 2016 (N = 887) 
were obtained from the Weekly Infectious Disease Bulletin published by the Singapore 
Ministry of Health.112 Dengue activity is monitored by both an active and passive 
surveillance system.185 Cases are primarily identified through the passive surveillance 
system, which is considered to be one of the best in the world.185 Dengue is a nationally 
reportable disease where all public and private hospitals and all laboratories are mandated 
to report every clinically and lab diagnosed case of dengue within 24 hours of initial 
identification.72,194 Cases that received only a clinical diagnosis were then confirmed with 
either serologic or virologic testing, by the Ministry of Health.194 
3.2.3 Entomological Data 
Mosquito activity was obtained from previous longitudinal entomological surveys 
conducted by Seidahmed and Eltahir.108 These surveys were conducted in Geylang, a 
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highly urbanized neighborhood located east of the Singapore River.108 Geylang is 
estimated to have a resident population of 32,000, and an even larger non-resident 
population as a result of the large amount of inexpensive housing options that are 
primarily used by foreign laborers.108 
Surveys were completed twice per week between August 2014 and August 2015, 
except between February 21st and March 10th, resulting in 107 observation days. These 
surveys were conducted in randomly selected neighborhood blocks. For each survey, 
trained inspectors examined all potential outdoor mosquito breeding sites (e.g., open and 
closed roadside storm drains and non-drain sites such as canvas sheets, pails and 
flowerpots) looking for mosquito aquatic stages (i.e., mosquito eggs, larvae, and pupa). A 
total of 6,824 samples were taken from potential breeding sites. Among these samples, 
5,818 were obtained from open and closed storm drains and 1,006 samples were obtained 
from non-drain sites.108 Sixty-seven breeding sites were positive for Ae. aegypti breeding, 
indicated by the presence of Aedes aquatic stages.108 Among these breeding sites, 
inspectors identified 53 in storm drains and 14 in non-drain sites. 
Whenever a positive breeding site was identified in a storm drain, inspectors 
recorded the initial and subsequent hydrological conditions of the breeding site until the 
end of the study period. These 53 breeding sites were selected for hydrological 
monitoring because conventional vector control does not address these sites and 
Singapore has house index less than 2% indicating very low indoor breeding.185,186 
During this monitoring period, inspectors looked for changes in the presence of mosquito 
aquatic stages and examined the hydrological conditions of the breeding site. Breeding 
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sites that exhibited evidence of flushing, indicated by the storm drain overflowing or 
evidence of an overflow, were classified as “flushed”. Breeding sites that had stagnant 
water and no evidence of a prior overflow or were dry were considered to have not been 
flushed. Investigators observed the following four conditions: (1) stagnant water and 
aquatic stages present, (2) stagnant water and aquatic stages not present, (3) dry and 
aquatic stages not present, and (4) flushed and aquatic stages not present.108 No sites were 
identified as flushed and aquatic stages present or dry and aquatic stages present. Next we 
classified individual observation days as “flushed” if at least one breeding site on that 
days was observed to be “flushed and negative.” All other observation days were 
classified as “non-flushed”. These data were used to develop a model to predict flushing 
occurrence for the entire study period.  
3.2.4 Weather Data 
Daily rainfall, temperature, and wind speed data, were obtained from Tanjong 
Katong weather station, which was selected for its proximity to Geylang.195 Daily relative 
humidity and dew point data were obtained from a weather reanalysis dataset (i.e., 
weather measurements based upon empirical observations and model-based forecasts)196 
operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Monthly El Niño 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO; i.e. the oscillating warming and cooling pattern of water 
temperatures in the Pacific Ocean) measurement data were obtained from the Climate 
Prediction Center.197 The normalized Oceanic Niño Index for Niño region 3.4198–201 
ENSO index was used to define the ENSO phase (i.e., El Niño, La Niña, Neutral). 
Weather data were obtained from 1/1/1999 – 12/31/2016. 
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3.2.5 Missing Weather Data 
Among days included in the study period, 0.15% of observed days had missing 
wind speed data. Missing wind speed data were imputed using multiple imputations 
through chained equations from the MICE R package.128 For this study, 10 imputation 
sets were created using 10 iterations. The 10 imputation sets were then averaged to obtain 
a final value for missing observations.   
3.2.6 Development of the Predictive Flushing-Mosquito Model to Predict Flushing 
Occurrence 
Field based surveys assessing flushing of mosquito breeding sites were only 
conducted for one year between August 2014 and August 2015 during the study period. 
To account for this, we developed the Predictive fLUshing-Mosquito (PLUM) model to 
predict flushing occurrence during the study years when daily rainfall data were 
available, but when entomological filed surveys were not conducted. Early flooding 
warning systems use rainfall thresholds to predict flooding occurrence.202 The PLUM 
model operates in a similar fashion by identifying thresholds associated with flushing 
occurrence among rainfall variables.  
The general model framework for the PLUM model is presented in Figure 3.1. 
Our modeling approach first identifies specific threshold levels of rainfall that are 
strongly associated with flushing. We then used supervised machine learning models to 
classify flushing based on rain thresholds met for that day. Each model was trained using 
a balanced training set where non-flushed observations were randomly under-sampled to 
generate a 1:1 ratio of flushed to non-flushed observations to prevent the model from 
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classifying all observations as the majority class.203 Each model was evaluated on 
withheld data using leave-one-out cross validation. Leave-one-out cross validation is a 
model validation process where a single observation is withheld while all other 
observations are used to train the model. The trained model is used to predict the outcome 
of the withheld observation. This process is repeated for all observations in the data. 
Model predictions are then compared to observed outcome values to assess model 
performance. The PLUM model with the best overall cross validation performance was 
extended to the entire study period, to predict days when flushing occurred in Singapore 
between 2000 and 2016.  
3.2.6.1 Data Preprocessing 
The PLUM model operates on a daily basis, with the outcome defined as a day 
with at least one flushed breeding site recorded in the entomological data. We created 38 
time-varying rainfall variables from the weeks preceding the day of interest, reflecting 
frequency, intensity, and total rainfall to summarize temporal trends in rainfall. Rainfall 
was characterized using several different variables to capture the different mechanisms 
by which flushing may occur. For example, flushing may arise due to very intense 
rainfall directly preceding the flushed day or elevated rainfall over several weeks 
followed by moderate rainfall directly preceding the flushed day. These variables were 
selected based upon their association with mosquito abundance and their use in studies of 
mosquito breeding ecology (Table 3.1).167,204–208 
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3.2.6.2 Identifying Thresholds Associated with Flushing Occurrence 
One of the objectives of the PLUM model was to identify flushing conditions 
expressed through the thresholds of various combinations of rainfall parameters. We used 
the Univariate Flagging Algorithm (UFA) to identify conditions leading to flushing.134 
UFA is a threshold detection algorithm that identifies an optimal cutpoint for a single 
continuous variable that is associated with a statistically significant higher (“high risk”) 
likelihood of the outcome. The algorithm evaluates candidate thresholds along the 
variable space, selecting the threshold that optimizes the difference in the outcome rate 
for observations that fall outside of the threshold and a baseline rate, defined as the 
outcome rate within the interquartile range of the evaluated variable. Two such thresholds 
can be identified, one above and one below the median value of the considered variable. 
As recommended by the algorithm developers, statistically significant thresholds were 
identified using a p-value of 0.01. A total of 36 high risk thresholds were identified. The 
identified flushing thresholds are specific to storm drains that are similar to the sampled 
storm drains and are invariant to time because the hydrological characteristics and 
drainage thresholds will remain constant unless the storm drains are rebuilt using new 
dimensions or are damaged. 
3.2.6.3 PLUM Model Development and Evaluation 
To identify the optimal PLUM model, we used multiple sets of predictor variables 
and multiple machine learning models (Classification And Regression Trees (CART)209, 
Random Forest (RF),41 and Logistic regression210) to associate statistically significant 
thresholds of potential predictors with flushing occurrence. CART is a decision tree 
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algorithm that recursively partitions the training data using binary splitting rules based on 
values of selected variables.211 This continues until a splitting rule can no longer partition 
the data or the stopping criteria are met. RF is an ensemble extension of CART, 
repeatedly sampling variable subsets from the dataset with replacement. CART and RF 
models were implemented with the rpart and randomForest R packages.132,212 For each 
model, predictions were based upon three sets of predictor variables:  
1) All non-UFA-transformed variables (see Table 3.1)  
2) All 36 high-risk threshold variables and all aggregate variables (i.e., number 
of daily high risk thresholds met, number of cumulative high risk thresholds 
met, number of total high risk thresholds met) 
3) the number of daily high risk thresholds met and the number of cumulative 
thresholds met. 
The model-predictor set combination with the best overall performance was selected as 
the optimal PLUM model.  
The optimal PLUM model predicts daily flushing occurrence based upon two 
variables, the aggregate number of high risk thresholds that were met per day for both 
cumulative and daily rainfall variables. The general formula for the optimal PLUM 
model is given as follows: 
𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑𝐷 = 𝛽1(𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝐷,𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 + 𝛽2(𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝐷,𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) + 𝛽0  (1) 
Where FlushedD is the flushing status for day D; Thresholds MetD,Daily is the number of 
high risk daily rainfall thresholds met for day D; Thresholds MetD,Cumulative is the number 
of high risk cumulative rainfall thresholds met for day D; β1 and β2 are the model 
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coefficients; and β0 is the model intercept. This model used a classification threshold (i.e., 
the minimum predicted value that results in an observation being classified as flushed) of 
0.52. The classification threshold for the PLUM model was identified by maximizing 
Youden’s J statistic (2): 
𝐽 =
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
+
𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
− 1    (2) 
where TP is the number of true positives, FN is the number of false negatives, TN is the 
number of true negatives, and FP is the number of false positives.  
3.2.6.4 PLUM Model Sensitivity Analyses 
In the entomological dataset, multiple observations defined as flushed were found to 
have only one breeding site recorded as flushed and negative. The presence of one 
breeding site being classified as flushed and negative may indicate that another factor 
independent of rainfall (e.g., washing activities) caused the breeding site to be flushed. 
To assess this potential limitation, we performed a sensitivity analysis where we utilized 
two additional definitions to characterize a day of observation as flushed or non-flushed 
for the PLUM model outcome:  
1) Flushed if two or more breeding sites were classified as flushed and negative for 
aquatic stages; Non-flushed if fewer than two breeding sites were classified as 
flushed and negative for aquatic stages. 
2) Flushed if two or more breeding sites were classified as flushed and negative for 
aquatic stages; Non-flushed if no breeding sites were classified as flushed and 
negative; observations with one breeding site flushed and negative were removed 
from the analysis. 
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Using these two definitions, we employed the PLUM model framework to predict 
flushing occurrence.  
3.2.7 Assessment of Outbreak Weeks 
We assessed whether or not the weekly number of reported dengue cases, “Outbreakw,” 
exceeded the predefined outbreak threshold: 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑤 = {
1, 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑤 ≥ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟          
0, 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                         
.                (3) 
 The outbreak threshold for each year was defined as: 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑊,𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 + √
∑ (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑊,𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟−𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)2
𝑛
𝑊=1
𝑛−1
      (4)  
where Casesw, year is the number of cases reported in week w for the current 
year; 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 is the average weekly reported cases for the current year; and n is the 
number of observations for the current year.   
3.2.8 Assessment of Covariates 
Potential confounders and modifiers were selected based upon their known 
relationship with rainfall or dengue and included average weekly temperature, average 
weekly absolute humidity, monsoon season, ENSO phase, and the previous week’s 
outbreak status.51,86–95,160–163,173,213–216 Data for these variables were obtained from the 
weather and surveillance datasets.  
3.3 ANALYSIS 
We developed a distributed lag nonlinear Logistic regression model217 to estimate 
the effect of the number of flushed days per week on the risk of dengue outbreak risk, 
controlling for potential confounders. The model is given as follows:  
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𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑤 = ∑ 𝑛𝑠(𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑤−𝑙, 3, 3)
𝑙=20
𝑙=1 + ∑ 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑤−𝑖
𝑖=20
𝑖=1 +
∑ 𝐴𝐻𝑤−𝑗
𝑗=20
𝑗=1 + ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑤−𝑘
𝑖=20
𝑘=1 + 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑤−1 + 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑤 + 𝐸𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑤  (5) 
Where Outbreakw is a binary variable reflecting the outbreak status for week W; Weekly 
flushingw-l is the number of flushed days per week predicted by the PLUM model for 
week W-l; Tempw-i is the average weekly temperature for week W-i; AHw-j is the average 
weekly absolute humidity for week W-j, and was estimated using the following approach 
described by Xu et al. (6);160  
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
1000𝑥(6.11𝑥10𝑇1)
((𝑇𝑐+237.7)+461.5
     (6) 
where Tc is the daily mean temperature and is obtained from empirical measurements. T1 
is defined as: 
𝑇1 =
7.5𝑥𝑇𝑑
(237.7 + 𝑇𝑑)
 
where Td is the dew point temperature which was obtained from empirical measurements. 
Windw-k is the average weekly wind speed for week W-k; Outbreakw-1 is a binary variable 
reflecting the outbreak status during week W-1; Monsoonw is the season (i.e., Northeast 
monsoon, Southwest monsoon, Non-monsoon) for week W; and ENSOw is the current 
ENSO period (i.e., El Niño, La Niña, Neutral) for week W. 
For this analysis, we assumed a linear relationship between each continuous 
confounder and dengue outbreak risk. We assumed a linear relationship between 
confounders and dengue outbreak risk, because model estimates of the exposure-outcome 
relationships are relatively insensitive to the confounder-outcome relationship being 
defined as either linear or non-linear.218 In this analysis, we included a lag period of 1 to 
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20 weeks for the weekly flushing, temperature and humidity variables. This period was 
selected based upon a literature review on the effects of weather factors on vectors and 
dengue transmission.98,219–225 
3.4 RESULTS 
3.4.1 Observed Flushing Occurrence  
Of the 107 observation days, 25 were classified as flushed and 82 as non-flushed 
(Figure 3.2). Of the 25 flushed observations, 84% occurred during the Northeast 
monsoon season, while only 23% of days where flushing was not observed occurred 
during this time. 
3.4.2 Rainfall Conditions Associated with Flushing Occurrence 
Running UFA for all 38 rainfall variables, we identified 36 thresholds, 20 for 
cumulative rainfall variables and 16 for daily rainfall variables, associated with an 
increased likelihood of flushing occurrence. All statistically significant UFA identified 
thresholds can be found in Table 3.2.  
3.4.2 PLUM Model Performance 
Based upon the data and leave-one-out cross validation, both Logistic regression 
and RF models demonstrated similar performance and a strong ability to discriminate 
between flushed and non-flushed observations (Table 3.3). Given that Logistic regression 
is a less complex model, we selected this model as the optimal PLUM model over RF. 
For Logistic regression, we found the most predictive subset of variables to be the 
aggregate number of cumulative high risk thresholds and the aggregate number of daily 
high risk thresholds met per day. 
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We identified a well-defined threshold, which resulted in nearly perfect separation 
between flushed and non-flushed observations (Figure 3.3). We used each cross 
validation sample to fit equation (1) and identified the mean value for each model 
coefficient resulting in the following equation: 
𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑𝐷 = 0.56(𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝐷,𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 ) + 
0.20(𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝐷,𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) + 7.94   (7) 
We observed that the fit of equation (1) for each cross validation sample was stable 
indicating good generalizability of the PLUM model (Figure 3.3). 
 We extended the PLUM model to the entire study period. Using equation (3) we 
assigned a value indicating whether or not flushing occurred on each day within the study 
period. For the study period, 21.2% of days were classified as flushed, similar to the 
23.4% of observation days classified as flushed in entomological dataset. These results 
were used in creating the “weekly flushing” variable, which is an aggregator of the 
number of days considered to be flushed per week.  
3.4.3 PLUM Model Sensitivity Analysis 
 In the sensitivity analysis, we identified five (20%) flushed observations where 
only one breeding site was classified as flushed and negative. Among these five 
observations, four occurred shortly after observations where at least 50% of observed 
breeding sites were classified as flushed and negative (Figure 3.4). 
To understand how our definition of flushing influenced model performance, we 
employed two definitions to classify a day of observation as flushed or not-flushed. For 
both definitions, twenty observations which had two or more breeding sites classified as 
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flushed and negative, were defined as flushed. Eighty-seven observations were defined as 
not flushed based upon the first alternative non-flushed definition requiring less than two 
breeding sites flushed. For the second alternative non-flushed definition, we required zero 
breeding sites to be flushed for a day of observation to be classified as non-flushed. This 
resulted in 82 observations defined as not flushed and five observations being removed 
for not meeting the selection criteria. 
3.4.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis of the Rainfall Conditions Associated with Flushing 
Occurrence 
Running UFA for all 38 variables, we identified 37 high risk thresholds for both 
alternative outcome definitions (Table 3.4). Similar high risk thresholds were identified 
regardless of using the original or alternative outcome definitions. 
3.4.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Predicting Flushing Occurrence from Rainfall Patterns 
 For both alternative definitions, we assessed PLUM model performance where 
predictions were based upon the number of cumulative and daily high risk thresholds met 
(Table 3.5). When using the first alternative outcome definition, model performance 
decreased by -6% for accuracy, -0.14 for MCC, -0.13 for F1-score, -0.19 for positive 
predictive value, and -0.06 for specificity. When using the second alternative outcome 
definition, model performance remained unchanged.  
3.4.4 The Effect of Flushing and Weather on Dengue Outbreaks in Singapore 
 Dengue incidence was reported in 887 weeks between the years 2000 and 2016. 
Summary statistics for flushing occurrence, other weather variables, and outbreak 
occurrence during the study period are presented in Table 3.6. We observed a seasonal 
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pattern in total weekly rainfall. Compared to all other weeks, weeks that occurred during 
the Northeast monsoon season had on average 15–20mm more rainfall. Due to increased 
rainfall, days considered to be flushed occurred more frequently during the Northeast 
monsoon season as compared with any other season. During the study period, 138 
(15.6%) weeks were defined as an outbreak week based upon the selected criteria. There 
was also evidence of seasonal variation in outbreak occurrence and rainfall. Outbreak 
weeks were at least three times as likely to occur during the Southwest monsoon season 
compared with the Northeast and non-monsoonal periods.  
Figure 3.5 shows the prevalence of days classified as flushed and the prevalence 
of outbreak weeks by month. We observed an inverse association such that months where 
the prevalence of flushed days was highest –November to February– the outbreak week 
prevalence was low. Moreover, in months where flushed day prevalence was low –June 
to September– outbreak week prevalence was highest. 
3.4.4.1 Measuring the Association Between Flushing and Dengue Outbreaks 
Regression analysis demonstrated an inverse association between flushing 
occurrence and dengue outbreak risk (Table 3.7). We identified a nonlinear association 
between the number of flushed days per week and dengue outbreak risk that varied over 
the lag dimension. The risk of an outbreak occurring was noticeably lower for weeks 
where five or more days were considered flushed compared with weeks with zero flushed 
days; this relationship persisted up to five weeks after the week of interest. For weeks 
where each day was classified as flushed, there was between a 40-78% reduction in the 
risk of an outbreak up to five weeks after the week of interest. We also observed a 15-
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51% and 28-67% reduction in risk when we classified five and six days respectively as 
flushed; this association persisted up to five weeks after the week of interest. 
3.5 DISCUSSION 
Rainfall is an important factor contributing to dengue incidence, in part due to 
Aedes mosquitoes’ reliance upon stagnant water pools to reproduce.86–88 Excessive 
rainfall can flush out these breeding sites, resulting in larvae death and potentially 
causing a reduction in dengue incidence in the following weeks.108,165,166  
To evaluate the relationship between excessive rainfall and the flushing of larvae 
from their breeding sites, we developed the PLUM model to identify rainfall conditions 
that are associated with breeding site flushing and to predict its occurrence. The PLUM 
model predicts daily flushing occurrence based upon the temporal rainfall pattern 
expressed through the aggregation of excessively high risk cumulative and daily rainfall 
conditions. Our analysis has shown that a variety of temporal rainfall patterns were 
associated with flushing occurrence. These patterns, highlighted in Figure 3.3, ranged 
from heavy rainfall directly preceding the flushed observation to the accumulation of 
excess rainfall over several weeks followed by moderate rainfall directly preceding the 
day of interest. For example, one flushed observation met 11 daily rainfall thresholds and 
three cumulative rainfall thresholds –indicating heavy rainfall preceding the flushed day– 
while another flushed observation exceeded three daily rainfall thresholds and 19 
cumulative rainfall thresholds –indicating the accumulation of excess rainfall over time 
followed by a smaller rainfall event that finally triggered flushing. Sensitivity analysis 
further emphasized the importance of the temporal rainfall pattern rather than a single 
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rainfall event. When using only one daily rainfall variable (e.g., peak daily total rainfall 
in the preceding two days), we observed a MCC equal to 0.61, indicating a marked 
decrease in model performance, as compared with the PLUM model which had a MCC 
equal to 0.79 (Table 3.3).  
Flushing occurrence was inversely associated with dengue outbreak risk in 
Singapore between 2000 and 2016 (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.7). This association was 
observed when five or more days in a week were considered flushed and persisted up to 
five weeks after flushing occurred. The strongest association was found for weeks where 
flushing occurred each day, reducing the risk of a dengue outbreak by as much as 78%. 
When there were five or six flushed days per week, the observed association was 
marginally attenuated, a maximum reduction of 51% and 67%, respectively. These results 
provide support for the hypothesis put forth by Seidahmed and Eltahir that, in addition to 
typical climatic, human, and vector factors, monsoon-driven mosquito flushing affects 
seasonal abundance of Ae. aegypti via a process of flushing and drying phases. Through 
this mechanism, excess rainfall flushes out Aedes larvae from the breeding site, and 
subsequent dry periods impede Aedes breeding by preventing the development of 
adequate breeding sites.108 Together, these flushing and drying periods can reduce dengue 
transmission. 
Our finding that excess rainfall negatively affects dengue spread is supported by 
multiple studies which have observed a similar inverse association between rainfall and 
mosquito borne disease incidence or dengue virus isolation.174,177,226,227 A study on the 
relationship between rainfall and malaria incidence in China found an inverse association 
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when incidence was modeled as a function of total rainfall at the 4th and 6th, 9th, or 12th 
lagged weeks, hinting at a similar flushing mechanism.227 In Curaçao, mean monthly 
rainfall above 200mm, as compared with monthly rainfall at 54mm, was associated with 
a decrease in dengue incidence.174 A study set in Colombo, Sri Lanka –where annual 
rainfall is similar to Singapore, 2.3m and 2.4m respectively– observed a weak negative 
association between weekly total rainfall and dengue incidence.177 In Senegal, annual 
dengue virus isolates from mosquitoes decreased 9.7% for each additional inch of rainfall 
above baseline.226 
In contrast, several studies have identified an increase in the risk of dengue 
associated with increasing rainfall. These reports used statistical models that assumed a 
linear relationship between rainfall and dengue incidence.102,150,164,175,177 This approach 
may obscure a high non-linearity in the studied association, where a positive relationship 
is observed for low to moderate levels of rainfall and a negative relationship for high 
rainfall patterns. Given that excessively high rainfall patterns are relatively rare, as 
compared with more moderate and close to average rainfall patterns, linear models tend 
to reflect a strong positive relationship between rainfall and dengue incidence observed at 
low and moderate levels of rainfall.52,102 Further, several of these studies characterized 
rainfall using a single variable such as monthly or weekly average rainfall.52,91,99,102,164,171–
175,177 Our analysis showed that no single variable was sufficient to describe flushing and 
the associated reduction in dengue outbreak risk. The association was made apparent by 
using a combination of variables that reflected the temporal rainfall pattern over several 
weeks. 
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Of interest, we observed that when fewer than five flushed days occurred per 
week there was a slight increase in the risk of a dengue outbreak 11 to 19 weeks after the 
flushed days occurred. We believe this association is due to the increased rainfall 
associated with flushing, but not to flushing itself. For example, with increased rainfall, 
new breeding sites may be created, increasing Ae. aegypti abundance and subsequent 
dengue outbreak risk. This finding highlights the role of moderate rainfall in promoting 
dengue transmission, which previously has been observed.102,150,164,175,177 
This study used the combination of traditional epidemiology and machine 
learning tools to investigate the relationship between excess rainfall and dengue outbreak 
risk. First, we used UFA to identify thresholds within different rainfall measures that 
were strongly associated with daily flushing. This information then was integrated into 
conventional supervised machine learning models to associate the identified thresholds 
with observed flushing occurrence. Last, the PLUM model was used to predict the 
occurrence of flushing for dates when no entomological observations were available. 
However, given the inability of machine learning models to explain the relationship 
between rainfall and dengue,150,159,178–184 we applied the PLUM model within a traditional 
epidemiologic modeling framework to estimate the effect of flushing on future dengue 
outbreak risk. The pairing of these approaches allowed us to identify general flushing 
conditions leading to drains overflow as well as a more nuanced understanding of dengue 
spread in Singapore and other locations with a similar enviro-dengue profile.  
There are several limitations to the study. First, in developing the PLUM model, 
we could not account for the potential effect of El Niño Southern Oscillation on flushing 
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occurrence because the entomological data were obtained from a 12-month period where 
88% of flushed observations occurred during an El Niño period. Future studies should 
account for the potential effect of weather severity by analyzing entomological data from 
El Niño, La Niña, and neutral periods.  
Another PLUM model limitation relates to using data obtained from a single 
neighborhood during a 12-month period. If the drainage thresholds for the roadside storm 
drains substantially varied across the time period or location, PLUM model accuracy and 
generalizability would be negatively affected, resulting in a biased model. Despite these 
potential limitations, we validated the PLUM model on unseen data and found its 
performance to be robust (Table 3.3). Furthermore, the drainage conditions should be 
relatively invariant over time unless the storm drain becomes damaged or physically 
changed.  
In the current study, we were only able to estimate the effect of the flushing out of 
breeding sites occurring in road side storm drains. We did not evaluate other key-
breeding sites such as roof gutters, flower pots, and domestic containers due to legal 
considerations and the need to gain informed consent and IRB approval.108 Additional 
work is needed to evaluate how the flushing of other breeding habitats may influence 
dengue spread.   
Our study may also suffer from unmeasured confounding because we did not have 
information on vector control campaigns that occurred during the study period. To 
overcome this limitation, we attempted to indirectly control for the effect of vector 
control campaigns by statistically adjusting our models for season, as vector control 
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measures vary by season in Singapore.  
Lastly, we experienced some degree of exposure and outcome misclassification. 
Even though the PLUM model achieved very high accuracy, 92%, on the test data (Table 
3.3), some days were certainly misclassified resulting in misclassification error. 
However, the influence of such misclassification on the final results likely was minimal. 
Furthermore, as with any epidemiological data, the dengue incidence might have been 
considerably underreported. We assumed this bias to be non-differential. At worst, we 
would expect that the effect of underreporting would bias results towards no association– 
indicating that the magnitude of the unbiased inverse association between flushing 
dengue outbreak risk would be stronger.228  
3.6 CONCLUSIONS 
We developed a non-linear approach to understanding the relationship between 
excessive rainfall, flushing, and dengue outbreak occurrence in Singapore. According to 
the PLUM model, flushing conditions were characterized by rainfall patterns indicating 
excess rainfall. We demonstrated that rainfall-induced flushing was associated with a 
decreased risk of dengue outbreak, with the association being observable up to six weeks 
after the week when flushing occurred. 
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3.7 FIGURES AND TABLES 
Figure 3.1: PLUM Model general framework. 
 
Abbreviations: MCC: Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient; F1: F-1 Score; PPV: Positive Predictive Value; AUC: Area Under the Receiver 
Operating Characteristics Curve; NPV: Negative Predictive Value.  
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Figure 3.2: Timeline of observed Ae. aegypti breeding sites in Geylang, Singapore, August 
2014–August 2015.  
 
This figure, “Timeline of observed Ae. aegypti breeding sites in Geylang, Singapore, August 2014 – 
August 2015 is a derivative of “Timeline of the breeding drains of Aedes aegypti in Geylang, 
Singapore: August 2014 – August 2015” by Seidahmed and Eltahir 108, used under CC BY. 
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Figure 3.3: Results of PLUM model associating flushing with the number of high risk 
thresholds met for cumulative and daily rainfall variables.  
 
Each gray line represents the fit to each leave-one-out cross validation sample; the blue line represents 
the mean fit from all of the leave-one-out cross validation samples. 
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Figure 3.4: Proportion of breeding sites flushed for each obtained entomological survey.  
 
A) The number of breeding sites observed as flushed and negative over the course of the observation period. B) The number of breeding sites 
that were under observation for the day of interest. 
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Figure 3.5: The average prevalence of flushed days and dengue outbreak weeks by month, Singapore, 2000-2016. 
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Table 3.1: Rainfall variables created for PLUM model development. 
Variables 
Total number  
of variables  
created 
Daily rainfall variables  
The number of rainy days in the last 7-day period  1 variable 
Average daily rainfall per rainy day in the last 7-, 14-, 21-, and 28-day period  4 variables 
The ranked order (1st highest, 2nd highest,…, 7th highest) daily total rainfall in 
the previous 7-day period  7 variables 
Peak daily total rainfall in the previous 1-, 2-,…, 6-day period 6 variables 
Cumulative rainfall variables  
   Cumulative total rainfall covering a period of 1-, 2-, 3-,…, 20-weeks prior 20 variables 
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Table 3.2: High risk thresholds identified using UFA. 
Variable Threshold NA %FlushedB 
Average rainfall per rainy day (7-day period) ≥ 13mm 36 56% 
Average rainfall per rainy day (14-day period) ≥ 16mm 29 59% 
Average rainfall per rainy day (21-day period) ≥ 14mm 39 56% 
Average rainfall per rainy day (28-day period) ≥ 15mm 35 60% 
Cumulative rainfall (1-week period) ≥ 55mm 28 64% 
Cumulative rainfall (2-week period) ≥ 123mm 22 82% 
Cumulative rainfall (3-week period) ≥ 210mm 14 93% 
Cumulative rainfall (4-week period) ≥ 242mm 20 85% 
Cumulative rainfall (5-week period) ≥ 316mm 17 82% 
Cumulative rainfall (6-week period) ≥ 341mm 20 75% 
Cumulative rainfall (7-week period) ≥ 452mm 15 73% 
Cumulative rainfall (8-week period) ≥ 622mm 7 86% 
Cumulative rainfall (9-week period) ≥ 736mm 5 100% 
Cumulative rainfall (10-week period) ≥ 444mm 26 54% 
Cumulative rainfall (11-week period) ≥ 399mm 45 49% 
Cumulative rainfall (12-week period) ≥ 493mm 31 58% 
Cumulative rainfall (13-week period) ≥ 529mm 30 60% 
Cumulative rainfall (14-week period) ≥ 544mm 33 61% 
Cumulative rainfall (15-week period) ≥ 568mm 33 58% 
Cumulative rainfall (16-week period) ≥ 663mm 31 58% 
Cumulative rainfall (17-week period) ≥740mm 29 55% 
Cumulative rainfall (18-week period) ≥1006mm 8 75% 
Cumulative rainfall (19-week period) ≥ 1028mm 7 86% 
Cumulative rainfall (20-week period) ≥ 1114mm 6 83% 
Peak daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 47mm 13 77% 
Second highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 23mm 15 67% 
Third highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 19mm 10 80% 
Fourth highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 2mm 22 55% 
Fifth highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 2mm 9 67% 
Sixth highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 1mm 3 100% 
Peak daily total rainfall (1-day period) ≥ 20mm 9 89% 
Peak daily total rainfall (2-day period) ≥ 20mm 19 79% 
Peak daily total rainfall (3-day period) ≥ 24mm 26 65% 
Peak daily total rainfall (4-day period) ≥ 47mm 8 100% 
Peak daily total rainfall (5-day period) ≥ 44mm 14 86% 
Peak daily total rainfall (6-day period) ≥ 47mm 12 83% 
A The number of observations that met or exceeded the identified threshold.  
B The proportion of observations that were classified as flushed and met or exceeded the identified 
threshold. 
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Table 3.3: Performance of PLUM model classification on the test data.  
Model Predictors ACC MCC F1 PPV Se AUC Sp NPV 
Logistic 
 #Cumulative rainfall thresholds 
 #Daily rainfall thresholds 
0.92 0.79 0.84 0.77 0.92 0.94 0.91 0.97 
Random 
Forest 
 All threshold variables 
 All aggregate variables (# cumulative,  
# daily, # total thresholds met) 
0.92 0.79 0.84 0.77 0.92 0.96 0.91 0.97 
Random 
Forest 
 #Cumulative rainfall thresholds 
 #Daily rainfall thresholds 
0.92 0.79 0.84 0.77 0.92 0.94 0.91 0.97 
Random 
Forest 
 All non-transformed variables 0.92 0.77 0.82 0.81 0.84 0.91 0.94 0.95 
CART 
 #Cumulative rainfall thresholds 
 #Daily rainfall thresholds 
0.91 0.76 0.81 0.76 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.96 
CART  All non-transformed variables 0.91 0.75 0.81 0.78 0.84 0.85 0.93 0.95 
CART 
 All threshold variables 
 All aggregate variables (# cumulative,  
# daily, # total thresholds met) 
0.90 0.74 0.80 0.73 0.88 0.86 0.90 0.96 
Logistic 
 All threshold variables 
 All aggregate variables (# cumulative,  
# daily, # total thresholds met) 
0.86 0.68 0.75 0.64 0.92 0.93 0.84 0.97 
Logistic  All non-transformed variables 0.88 0.67 0.75 0.73 0.76 0.89 0.91 0.93 
Abbreviations: ACC: Accuracy; MCC: Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient; F1: F1-score; PPV: Positive Predictive Value; Se: Sensitivity; AUC: 
Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve; Sp: Specificity; NPV: Negative Predictive Value. 
Highlighted model indicates the selected model  
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Table 3.4: High risk thresholds identified by UFA using original and alternative PLUM model outcome definitions.   
 
Original Outcome  
Definition 
Alternative Outcome  
Definition 1 
Alternative Outcome  
Definition 2 
Name Threshold NA % FlushedB Threshold NA % FlushedB Threshold NA % FlushedB 
Average rainfall per rainy day (7-day period) ≥ 13mm 36 56% ≥ 14mm 30 50% ≥ 15mm 28 54% 
Average rainfall per rainy day (14-day period) ≥ 16mm 29 59% ≥ 16mm 29 48% ≥ 16mm 26 54% 
Average rainfall per rainy day (21-day period) ≥ 14mm 39 56% ≥ 20mm 7 71% ≥ 14mm 37 51% 
Average rainfall per rainy day (28-day period) ≥ 15mm 35 60% ≥ 20mm 4 100% ≥ 20mm 4 100% 
Cumulative rainfall (1-week period) ≥ 55mm 28 64% ≥ 55mm 28 54% ≥ 55mm 25 60% 
Cumulative rainfall (2-week period) ≥ 123mm 22 82% ≥ 123mm 22 64% ≥ 123mm 18 78% 
Cumulative rainfall (3-week period) ≥ 210mm 14 93% ≥ 192mm 22 68% ≥ 225mm 8 100% 
Cumulative rainfall (4-week period) ≥ 242mm 20 85% ≥ 308mm 10 80% ≥ 242mm 16 81% 
Cumulative rainfall (5-week period) ≥ 316mm 17 82% ≥ 386mm 9 78% ≥ 318mm 14 79% 
Cumulative rainfall (6-week period) ≥ 341mm 20 75% ≥ 341mm 20 60% ≥ 338mm 17 71% 
Cumulative rainfall (7-week period) ≥ 452mm 15 73% ≥ 603mm 4 100% ≥ 574mm 4 100% 
Cumulative rainfall (8-week period) ≥ 622mm 7 86% ≥ 681mm 3 100% ≥ 618mm 6 83% 
Cumulative rainfall (9-week period) ≥ 736mm 5 100% ≥ 744mm 3 100% ≥ 740mm 3 100% 
Cumulative rainfall (10-week period) ≥ 444mm 26 54% ≥ 703mm 9 56% ≥ 448mm 23 48% 
Cumulative rainfall (11-week period) ≥ 399mm 45 49% ≥ 399mm 45 40% ≥ 396mm 42 43% 
Cumulative rainfall (12-week period) ≥ 493mm 31 58% ≥ 502mm 27 48% ≥ 497mm 26 54% 
Cumulative rainfall (13-week period) ≥ 529mm 30 60% ≥ 529mm 30 47% ≥ 522mm 26 54% 
Cumulative rainfall (14-week period) ≥ 544mm 33 61% ≥ 544mm 33 48% ≥ 540mm 29 55% 
Cumulative rainfall (15-week period) ≥ 568mm 33 58% ≥ 568mm 33 45% ≥ 570mm 29 52% 
Cumulative rainfall (16-week period) ≥ 663mm 31 58% ≥ 581mm 39 44% ≥ 660mm 27 52% 
Cumulative rainfall (17-week period) ≥740mm 29 55% ≥ 609mm 44 41% ≥ 612mm 40 45% 
Cumulative rainfall (18-week period) ≥1006mm 8 75% ≥ 1006mm 8 63% ≥ 1006mm 7 71% 
Cumulative rainfall (19-week period) ≥ 1028mm 7 86% ≥ 1028mm 7 71% ≥ 1028mm 6 83% 
Cumulative rainfall (20-week period) ≥ 1114mm 6 83% ≥ 1114mm 6 67% ≥ 1116mm 5 80% 
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Peak daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 47mm 13 77% ≥ 47mm 13 69% ≥ 53mm 9 78% 
Second highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 23mm 15 67% ≥ 23mm 15 53% ≥ 23mm 13 62% 
Third highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 19mm 10 80% ≥ 19mm 10 60% ≥ 19mm 8 75% 
Fourth highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 2mm 22 55% ≥ 5mm 13 54% ≥ 5mm 12 58% 
Fifth highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 2mm 9 67% ≥ 2mm 6 67% ≥ 2mm 8 63% 
Sixth highest daily total rainfall (7-day period) ≥ 1mm 3 100% ≥ 1mm 3 100% ≥ 1mm 3 100% 
Peak daily total rainfall (1-day period) ≥ 20mm 9 89% ≥ 20mm 9 89% ≥ 20mm 9 89% 
Peak daily total rainfall (2-day period) ≥ 20mm 19 79% ≥ 29mm 11 91% ≥ 29mm 11 91% 
Peak daily total rainfall (3-day period) ≥ 24mm 26 65% ≥ 47mm 5 100% ≥ 47mm 5 100% 
Peak daily total rainfall (4-day period) ≥ 47mm 8 100% ≥ 47mm 8 100% ≥ 47mm 9 89% 
Peak daily total rainfall (5-day period) ≥ 44mm 14 86% ≥ 44mm 14 79% ≥ 48mm 7 100% 
Peak daily total rainfall (6-day period) ≥ 47mm 12 83% ≥ 47mm 12 75% ≥ 47mm 11 82% 
Number of rainy days (7-day period) NA NA NA ≥ 7mm 4 75% ≥ 7mm 4 75% 
Original outcome definition: Flushed observations 1+ breeding site flushed and negative; non-flushed observations: 0 breeding sites flushed and 
negative 
Alternative outcome definition 1: Flushed observations 2+ breeding site flushed and negative; non-flushed observations: < 2 breeding sites flushed and 
negative 
Alternative outcome definition 2: Flushed observations 2+ breeding site flushed and negative; 
flushed observations: 0 breeding sites flushed and negative  
A The number of observations that met or exceeded the identified threshold.  
B The proportion of observations that were classified as flushed and met or exceeded the identified threshold. 
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Table 3.5 Analysis of PLUM model sensitivity to flushing definition. 
Outcome Definition Model Predictors Acc MCC F1 PPV Se AUC Sp NPV 
Original  Logistic 
 #Cumulative rainfall thresholds 
 #Daily rainfall thresholds 
92% 0.79 0.84 0.77 0.92 0.94 0.91 0.97 
Alternative 1 Logistic 
 #Cumulative rainfall thresholds 
 #Daily rainfall thresholds 
86% 0.65 0.71 0.58 0.90 0.94 0.85 0.97 
Alternative 2 Logistic 
 #Cumulative rainfall thresholds 
 #Daily rainfall thresholds 
92% 0.79 0.83 0.73 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.99 
Abbreviations: ACC: Accuracy; MCC: Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient; F1: F1-score; PPV: Positive Predictive Value; Se: Sensitivity; AUC: 
Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve; Sp: Specificity; NPV: Negative Predictive Value. 
Original outcome definition: Flushed observations defined as 1+ breeding site flushed and negative; Not flushed observations defined as 0 
breeding sites flushed and negative 
Alternative outcome definition 1: Flushed observations defined as 2+ breeding site flushed and negative; Not flushed observations defined as < 2 
breeding sites flushed and negative 
Alternative outcome definition 2: Flushed observations defined as 2+ breeding site flushed and negative; Not flushed observations defined as 0 
breeding sites flushed and negative 
 
Table 3.6: Descriptive statistics for weekly data on weather variables and dengue outbreak occurrence stratified by season, 
Singapore, 2000-2016. 
Variable 
Northeast 
monsoon 
Non 
monsoon 
Southwest 
monsoon 
All  
Weeks 
Number of total weeks 368 148 371 887 
Number of outbreak weeks  32 (8.7%) 3 (2.0%) 103 (27.8%) 138 (15.6%) 
Total weekly rainfall (Mean ± SD) 52.6 (60.4) 38.2 (33.7) 33.6 (30.4) 42 (46.5) 
Daily temperature (Mean ± SD) 27.2 (0.7) 28.4 (0.7) 28.1 (0.7) 27.8 (0.9) 
Daily absolute humidity (Mean ± SD)  25.3 (1.5)  26.7 (1.0)  25.8 (1.2)  25.8 (1.4) 
Daily average wind speed (Mean ± SD) 7.7 (3.0) 6.0 (2.2) 7.4 (2.4) 7.3 (2.7) 
Number of flushed days per week (Mean ± SD) 2.3 (2.5) 1.2 (1.9) 0.6 (1.3) 1.4 (2.1) 
Abbreviations: SD: standard deviation 
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Table 3.7: Association between number of flushed days per week and dengue outbreak occurrence over 20 lag weeks.  
Weeks after  
flushing 
occurrence 
1 Day Flushed 
OR (95%CI) 
2 Day Flushed 
OR (95%CI) 
3 Day Flushed 
OR (95%CI) 
4 Day Flushed 
OR (95%CI) 
5 Day Flushed 
OR (95%CI) 
6 Day Flushed 
OR (95%CI) 
7 Day Flushed 
OR (95%CI) 
1 Week 1.07 (0.81-1.40) 1.04 (0.67-1.63) 0.90 (0.55-1.47) 0.69 (0.42-1.12) 0.49 (0.28-0.85) 0.33 (0.16-0.70) 0.22 (0.08-0.61) 
2 Weeks 1.07 (0.87-1.32) 1.06 (0.75-1.50) 0.94 (0.64-1.37) 0.76 (0.52-1.11) 0.57 (0.37-0.88) 0.41 (0.23-0.74) 0.29 (0.13-0.66) 
3 Weeks 1.07 (0.91-1.26) 1.08 (0.83-1.40) 0.98 (0.74-1.31) 0.83 (0.63-1.10) 0.66 (0.48-0.92) 0.51 (0.32-0.80) 0.38 (0.20-0.72) 
4 Weeks 1.08 (0.95-1.22) 1.09 (0.89-1.35) 1.03 (0.82-1.29) 0.90 (0.73-1.12) 0.75 (0.59-0.97) 0.61 (0.43-0.87) 0.49 (0.29-0.81) 
5 Weeks 1.08 (0.96-1.21) 1.11 (0.92-1.34) 1.07 (0.87-1.31) 0.97 (0.80-1.17) 0.85 (0.69-1.04) 0.72 (0.53-0.97) 0.60 (0.39-0.93) 
6 Weeks 1.08 (0.96-1.22) 1.13 (0.93-1.37) 1.11 (0.90-1.36) 1.03 (0.86-1.25) 0.93 (0.77-1.14) 0.82 (0.62-1.09) 0.72 (0.47-1.09) 
7 Weeks 1.09 (0.96-1.24) 1.14 (0.93-1.41) 1.14 (0.91-1.43) 1.09 (0.89-1.34) 1.01 (0.83-1.25) 0.92 (0.69-1.23) 0.83 (0.54-1.27) 
8 Weeks 1.09 (0.95-1.25) 1.16 (0.93-1.44) 1.17 (0.92-1.49) 1.14 (0.92-1.42) 1.09 (0.87-1.35) 1.01 (0.75-1.37) 0.94 (0.60-1.46) 
9 Weeks 1.10 (0.95-1.26) 1.17 (0.93-1.47) 1.20 (0.94-1.54) 1.19 (0.95-1.49) 1.15 (0.92-1.44) 1.09 (0.80-1.49) 1.03 (0.65-1.62) 
10 Weeks 1.10 (0.96-1.27) 1.19 (0.94-1.49) 1.23 (0.96-1.57) 1.23 (0.98-1.54) 1.20 (0.95-1.51) 1.15 (0.84-1.58) 1.10 (0.70-1.73) 
11 Weeks 1.11 (0.97-1.27) 1.20 (0.96-1.50) 1.25 (0.98-1.59) 1.26 (1.01-1.57) 1.24 (0.99-1.55) 1.20 (0.88-1.63) 1.15 (0.74-1.80) 
12 Weeks 1.12 (0.98-1.28) 1.22 (0.98-1.51) 1.27 (1.01-1.60) 1.28 (1.03-1.59) 1.27 (1.02-1.58) 1.23 (0.91-1.65) 1.18 (0.77-1.81) 
13 Weeks 1.12 (0.99-1.28) 1.23 (1.00-1.51) 1.29 (1.03-1.61) 1.30 (1.06-1.60) 1.28 (1.04-1.58) 1.24 (0.94-1.64) 1.19 (0.80-1.78) 
14 Weeks 1.13 (1.00-1.28) 1.24 (1.02-1.52) 1.30 (1.05-1.62) 1.32 (1.07-1.61) 1.29 (1.05-1.58) 1.24 (0.95-1.61) 1.18 (0.82-1.72) 
15 Weeks 1.14 (1.01-1.29) 1.26 (1.03-1.54) 1.32 (1.06-1.64) 1.32 (1.07-1.63) 1.29 (1.05-1.58) 1.23 (0.95-1.58) 1.16 (0.81-1.66) 
16 Weeks 1.15 (1.01-1.31) 1.27 (1.02-1.58) 1.33 (1.05-1.69) 1.33 (1.06-1.66) 1.28 (1.03-1.59) 1.21 (0.93-1.56) 1.12 (0.79-1.61) 
17 Weeks 1.16 (1.00-1.34) 1.28 (1.01-1.64) 1.34 (1.02-1.76) 1.33 (1.03-1.72) 1.27 (1.00-1.61) 1.18 (0.89-1.56) 1.08 (0.74-1.59) 
18 Weeks 1.17 (0.98-1.38) 1.30 (0.98-1.73) 1.35 (0.98-1.85) 1.33 (0.98-1.79) 1.25 (0.95-1.65) 1.14 (0.83-1.58) 1.03 (0.67-1.60) 
19 Weeks 1.18 (0.96-1.44) 1.31 (0.94-1.83) 1.36 (0.94-1.97) 1.32 (0.93-1.87) 1.23 (0.89-1.70) 1.11 (0.76-1.61) 0.98 (0.59-1.64) 
20 Weeks 1.18 (0.94-1.50) 1.33 (0.90-1.96) 1.37 (0.89-2.11) 1.32 (0.88-1.98) 1.21 (0.83-1.76) 1.07 (0.69-1.66) 0.93 (0.51-1.70) 
Abbreviations: OR: odds ratio; CI: confidence interval  
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4 COMPARING TRADITIONAL AND ALGORITHMIC-BASED APPROACHES 
FOR COVARIATE SELECTION: A METHODOLOGICAL APPLICATION TO 
ESTIMATING THE EFFECT OF AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES ON  
30-DAY MORTALITY AMONG ICU PATIENTS WITH SEPSIS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 The goal of epidemiologic research is to obtain an unbiased and precise estimate 
of the causal effect of an exposure on an outcome.229–231 In observational research an 
effect estimate may become biased as a result of various biases such as confounding, 
selection bias, and information bias. Confounding, unlike selection and information bias, 
is not intractable, and its effect can be mitigated during the analysis phase of a study.232 
One approach to address the problem of confounding is to use a multivariable model to 
statistically adjust for the confounding variables.229,230,232 Though seemingly simple, the 
identification and proper selection of covariates to remove confounding is one of the 
central challenges in analyzing observational data.233,234 
 Several approaches have been proposed to select which variables should be 
statistically adjusted for.229 These approaches can be grouped according to their use of 
observed statistical relationships, expert knowledge, or the combination of the two.235 
Purely statistical methods tend to emphasize three basic strategies: (1) adjusting for all 
proposed measured variables; (2) adjusting for variables that have a statistically 
significant association with the outcome; or (3) adjusting for variables that strongly affect 
the exposure effect estimate.234,236,237 Though common, these approaches do not 
adequately control for confounding as they do not consider the underlying causal 
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structure.238 In doing so, mediators and colliders may be incorrectly labeled as a 
confounder, and controlling for these variables may result in a biased effect 
estimate.234,238–240 These approaches can also negatively affect the statistical efficiency of 
the model by overfitting or selecting variables that are collinear with the exposure.234,239  
 Given that epidemiologic research focuses upon estimating the causal relationship 
between an exposure and outcome, researchers should approach confounding from a 
causal inference perspective.238 At the core of this approach is prior knowledge which is 
derived from subject matter experts and scientific literature.238 This knowledge is used to 
develop a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) representing the underlying causal structure of 
the hypothesis and to inform data collection and the analytic process of the 
study.231,235,238,241 
Multiple approaches based upon theory have been proposed to adequately control 
for confounding. Two such approaches are (1) select all covariates that are common 
causes of the exposure and the outcome and (2) select all observed pre-exposure 
covariates.229 However, these approaches have limitations. For example, the former 
assumes that the full causal structure of the data is known, while the latter may introduce 
bias depending upon the underlying causal structure.233,242–246 A third approach that 
incorporates aspects of the previous these two positions, a third approach proposes the 
statistical control of all covariates that are a cause of the exposure or the outcome and are 
not on the causal path from exposure to outcome.233 Yet, this approach can also be 
limited by the state of existing knowledge.229  
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 If prior knowledge is unable to fully inform the causal structure of the study 
hypothesis, the measured effect estimate is at risk of being biased.43 In such situations, 
knowledge-driven covariate selection can be supplemented with data-driven “causal 
discovery” algorithms designed to statistically estimate the underlying causal 
structure.229,247 These algorithms can be applied as an exploratory tool to search over all 
potential causal structures and rank each structure according to how compatible it is with 
the observed data.247–249  
Though causal discovery algorithms have been limited in their use, these 
approaches have begun to be adopted into epidemiologic practice. 247,248 In one such 
study designed to estimate the effect of in vitro fertilization and cardiometabolic 
outcomes, these algorithms were used to explore the underlying relationships between in 
vitro fertilization, parental factors, fertility factors, child factors, and cardiometabolic 
outcomes.247 The authors observed similar adverse effects associated with in vitro 
fertilization present in other studies, including one using conventional epidemiologic 
approaches on the same data.247,250  
In the present study, we applied knowledge- and algorithmic-based approaches to 
propose variables for statistical adjustment when estimating the effect of autoimmune 
disease on 30-day mortality risk among ICU patients with a primary diagnosis of sepsis. 
In this analysis, we compared how the selected covariates differed between knowledge- 
and algorithmic-based approaches and how these differences affected the observed effect 
estimates and their precision.  
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4.2 METHODS 
4.2.1 Study Population 
 We used the publicly-available Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive 
Care III (MIMIC III; version 1.4) electronic critical care database to evaluate the 
relationship between select autoimmune diseases and 30-day mortality among ICU 
patients with sepsis.251 The study population consisted of all adult patients ≥18 years old 
with sepsis at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, MA between 2001 and 
2012.  
We identified incident sepsis events for patients within the MIMIC III database 
using the Martin criteria, which is a conventional approach used to classify patients with 
sepsis in administrative health data.252 Patients were classified as having sepsis at any 
point during clinical follow up if any of the following International Classification of 
Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes are reported: 038 
(septicemia), 020.2 (septicemic plague), 790.7 (bacteremia), 117.9 (disseminated fungal 
infection), 112.5 (disseminated candida infection), and 112.81 (disseminated fungal 
endocarditis).252 All patients included in the cohort must have had at least 24 hours of 
ICU follow up. When a patient had multiple ICU stays, we selected the last ICU stay 
meeting the selection criteria.  
4.2.2 Assessment of Autoimmune Disease Presence 
 In this study, autoimmune disease refers to a set of selected autoimmune 
conditions (Table 4.1), defined using ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes and free text analysis of 
the patient’s discharge summaries. We selected these conditions based upon their 
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association with the over- or under-expression of pro- or anti-inflammatory cytokines 
involved in the pathophysiology of sepsis (Appendix 4).253–260  
4.2.3 Assessment of 30-day Mortality 
 The primary outcome of interest in this study is 30-day all-cause mortality. 
Thirty-day mortality is based on data from the Social Security Death Index and reflects 
deaths within a 30-day window after the patient’s hospital discharge date as well as in 
hospital deaths.  
4.2.4 Assessment of Covariates 
For each patient in the study, we extracted 109 variables that were readily 
available for analysis to consider for statistical adjustment (Appendix 5). Selected factors 
included information relating to patient demographics, diagnoses, clinical measurements, 
hospital stay, and ICU stay.  
4.2.5 Missing Data 
 Given the large number of variables, 83% of patients had incomplete or missing 
information for at least one variable. The most common variables with missing data were 
“maximum band cell count” and “minimum band cell count” (Appendix 6). To address 
the missing data, we used the MICE R package128 to create 10 imputed datasets via 
multiple imputation with chained equations. This approach imputes the missing data, by 
recursively fitting several regression models where each variable with missing data was 
modeled as a function of all other variables in the dataset.154 For each created dataset, the 
missing data were imputed several times. Since the data were imputed multiple times, 
this approach is able to account for the uncertainties in the imputations and generate 
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accurate standard errors for the imputed variables.154 However, like most other 
mainstream imputation methods, multiple imputation by chained equations assumes that 
the data were missing at random.  
4.3 ANALYSIS 
4.3.1 Analytic Approach 
 For each of the imputed datasets, we applied knowledge- and algorithmic-based 
approaches to generate a list of variables to consider for statistical adjustment from the 
109 available variables. We compared each set of proposed variables to identify overlaps 
between the approaches. For each variable that was proposed, we measured the variable’s 
univariate relationship with both autoimmune disease and 30-day mortality using log-
binomial regression models. We then assessed how strongly each variable affected the 
autoimmune disease-30-day mortality association by calculating the percentage 
difference between effect measures with and without adjustment for the variable. 
To understand the association between autoimmune disease and 30-day mortality, 
we calculated risk ratios (RRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for patients with 
autoimmune disease, compared with patients without autoimmune disease using a 
multivariable log-binomial regression model. Because proposed variables did not vary 
across analytic datasets, we pooled model estimates to obtain a single estimate of the 
effect of autoimmune disease on 30-day mortality. To pool model estimates, we used the 
approach described by Rubin,261 where we averaged model estimates and computed the 
total variance over the repeated analysis. To implement all analyses, we used the R 
programming language version 3.3.3.130 
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4.3.2 Selecting Variables to Consider for Statistical Adjustment Via Expert Knowledge 
 In the expert knowledge approach, we generated a list of covariates to consider 
for statistical adjustment from the 109 variables available in the dataset. The list of 
covariates included: age, chronic pre-admission disease modifying antirheumatic drug 
(DMARD) or prednisone use, documented bacteremia, Elixhauser co-morbidity score, 
gender, ICU admit unit (coronary care unit, cardiac surgery recovery unit, medical 
intensive care unit, and surgical intensive care unit), infection site (pulmonary or non-
pulmonary), race (Asian or Pacific Islander; Black, non-Hispanic; Hispanic; Other; 
White, non-Hispanic; and unknown), and SOFA-score at ICU admission. These 
covariates were selected according to conversations with clinical experts and a review of 
the relevant literature.  
4.3.3 Identification of Variables to Consider for Statistical Adjustment Via Algorithmic-
based Approaches 
 We used two machine learning algorithms –the Hill Climbing262–264 algorithm and 
the Incremental Association Markov Blanket (IAMB) algorithm–265 to identify variables 
to be considered for adjustment. These algorithms identified variables by statistically 
estimating the underlying causal relationships in the data. Due to the uncertain 
truthfulness of the inferred structure, proposed variables included those that the algorithm 
classified as a cause of the exposure, outcome, or both and not in the causal pathway 
between exposure and outcome. We implemented both algorithms with the bnlearn R 
package.263  
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4.3.3.1 The Hill Climbing Algorithm 
The Hill Climbing algorithm (Appendix 7) is a “score-based” approach where the 
causal structure of the data is estimated by selecting the structure, or DAG, that best 
describes the data according to some scoring function. To identify the “best” DAG, the 
algorithm maximizes this score by performing a search of all potential DAGs.262,264 
Because an exhaustive search of all possible DAGs is computationally unfeasible,263 a 
heuristic search must be employed. The Hill Climbing algorithm performs a greedy 
search to find a locally optimal solution in order to maximize the selected score function. 
The DAG structure that is found to maximize the scoring function is selected as the best 
DAG. In this study, we optimized the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).266 We 
selected the BIC because of its intuitive interpretation of the data likelihood and 
prioritization of simple over complex data structures.264 
4.3.3.2 The Incremental Association Markov Blanket Algorithm 
 The IAMB algorithm (Appendix 8) is considered a “constraint-based” approach, 
meaning that the underlying causal structure of the data is inferred using statistical tests 
of independence and does not consider structure complexity. The causal structure of the 
dataset is estimated by identifying the Markov Blanket for each variable (MB(V)) in the 
dataset.265  
4.3.3.3 Algorithm Sensitivity Analysis 
Algorithm results may depend upon each algorithm’s “hyperparameters,” that is, 
variables specific to the algorithm that are selected prior to implementation. We 
performed a sensitivity analysis where we varied hyperparameters for both algorithms. 
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For the Hill Climbing algorithm, we varied the hyperparameter “restarts” –the number of 
times to randomly restart the optimization search from a new randomly selected location 
in the solution space– from 0, 5, 10, and 15. For the IAMB algorithm, we manipulated 
the hyperparameter “Type I error rate” from 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20%. Current computing 
technology requires that, for both algorithms, all considered variables be all continuous or 
all discrete.263 Due to this requirement, we discretized all continuous variables by 
splitting the data into equally sized interval bins.267,268 Since the number of bins used to 
discretize a variable may influence its statistical relationship with another variable, we 
treated the number of bins as an additional hyperparameter. For this study we varied the 
number of bins from 3, 5, 10, and 15. We evaluated each combination of restarts and bins 
hyperparameter settings for the Hill Climbing algorithm and each combination of type I 
error rate and bins hyperparameter settings for the IAMB algorithm. Altogether, we 
assessed 16 different hyperparameter combinations for each algorithm.  
4.3.4 Statistical Adjustment for Considered Variables 
We applied three approaches to select which variables to include in the final 
model: “Full model”, “Change in estimate,” and “Causal modeling” approaches. The Full 
model approach was based upon the conventional approach of adjusting for all proposed 
variables that are associated with the exposure or the outcome or that have been adjusted 
for in previous analyses. The Change in estimate approach was based upon the statistical 
approach of only selecting variables that meaningfully affect model estimates.269 In this 
approach, we only included variables in the final model if the percentage difference 
between adjusted and unadjusted effect estimates was greater than 10%.239,270 The Causal 
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modeling approach was based upon modern epidemiologic thinking where only variables 
that meet the epidemiologic definition of a confounder (i.e., associated with the exposure 
in the source population, causal risk factor for the outcome, and not affected by the 
exposure or outcome nor in the causal pathway between exposure and outcome) are 
included in the final model.231,269  
4.4 RESULTS 
4.4.1 Characteristics of the Study Population 
 We identified 6,200 patients with incident sepsis who met the study selection 
criteria. Among these patients, 496 (8.0%) had at least one autoimmune disease, 
rheumatoid arthritis and Crohn’s disease were the most prevalent conditions. To evaluate 
differences between patients with and without autoimmune disease, we compared 
baseline characteristics by exposure status (Table 4.2). Generally, those with an 
autoimmune disease were more likely to be white, younger, female, have a lower SOFA-
score, chronically use a DMARD or prednisone, and not have a reported pulmonary 
infection. 
4.4.2 Variables Proposed for Statistical Adjustment 
 Across all hyperparameter settings, the Hill Climbing algorithm proposed 
between eight and 18 variables for final model inclusion (Appendix 9). Of variables 
proposed by the expert knowledge approach, Hill Climbing only identified age, SOFA-
score, and Elixhauser co-morbidity score (Figure 4.1). The IAMB algorithm proposed 
between 13 and 78 variables (Appendix 10) for adjustment and proposed all but one 
variable selected by expert knowledge, pre-admission chronic DMARD or prednisone 
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use (Figure 4.2).  
 Using log-binomial regression models, we explored the univariate association 
between the proposed variables, autoimmune disease (Figure 4.3), and 30-day mortality 
(Figure 4.4). RRs describing the univariate association between proposed variables, 
autoimmune disease, and mortality ranged from 0.42 to 5.65 and 0.49 to 3.16, 
respectively. We did not observe any discernable pattern between the strength of 
measured associations and variable identification approach, suggesting that neither the 
experts nor algorithms preferentially selected variables that had strong associations with 
the exposure or outcome. We evaluated how strongly each proposed variable affected 
model estimates. Among all evaluated variables, minimum lactate levels, SOFA-score, 
maximum lactate levels, and minimum anion gap had the largest effect on model 
estimates. For these variables the percentage difference between adjusted and unadjusted 
estimates equaled -17.13% for minimum lactate levels, -15.68% for SOFA-score, -
14.40% for maximum lactate levels, and -13.42% for minimum anion gap. Ultimately, 
the majority of proposed variables affected model estimates by less than 5.00%.  
4.4.3 Association Between Autoimmune Disease Presence and 30-day Mortality 
4.4.3.1 Full Model Approach 
When we adjusted for all variables suggested by the expert knowledge approach, 
we observed an 8% decrease in risk of mortality associated with autoimmune disease 
presence (RR: 0.92; 95% CI: 0.80-1.05; Figure 4.6). Adjusting for all variables proposed 
by the Hill Climbing algorithm resulted in RRs that ranged between 0.90 and 0.96. The 
mean and median RR equaled 0.94. Statistically adjusting for all IAMB proposed 
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variables resulted in a mean and median RR equal to 0.98, and observed RRs ranged 
between 0.96 and 0.99. 
We observed a model standard error of 0.07 (Table 4.3) associated with the expert 
knowledge approach. On average, model standard errors associated with the Hill 
Climbing and IAMB algorithmic approach were 2.8% and 6.3% smaller respectively, 
indicating a more precise model.  
4.4.3.2 Change in Estimate Approach 
 As previously stated, minimum lactate levels, SOFA-score, maximum lactate 
levels, and minimum anion gap all affected model estimates by more than 10%. Among 
these variables, only SOFA-score was identified by each approach. Expert knowledge 
only identified SOFA-score and adjusting for this variable was associated with a 9% 
reduction in mortality risk (RR: 0.91; 95% CI: 0.80-1.04). Adjusting for variables 
identified by the Hill Climbing algorithm that had a meaningful impact resulted in 
average and median RR equaled 0.92 and 0.91. We observed little variation in observed 
RRs which ranged from 0.91 to 0.93. For the IABM algorithm, adjusting for identified 
variables that had a meaningful affect resulted in RRs ranging between 0.91 and 0.94, the 
mean RR equaled 0.92 while the median RR equaled 0.91.  
The standard error for the expert knowledge model equaled 0.068. Comparatively, 
we observed similar standard errors for both the Hill Climbing and IAMB algorithm. For 
these approaches, standard errors were either equal to the expert knowledge model or 
1.5% larger.  
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4.4.3.3 Causal modeling approach  
 After we diagrammed the causal relationship between autoimmune disease, 30-
day mortality, and the proposed variables (Figure 4.7), only age, gender, and race met the 
epidemiologic definition of being a confounder. We included these variables in the final 
model only if the algorithm initially proposed the variable. Adjusting for these three 
variables resulted in the largest reduction in mortality risk (RR: 0.82; 95% CI: 0.71–
0.95). Of the three confounders, the Hill Climbing algorithm only proposed age for 
adjustment. However, across all hyperparameter settings, age was not always included. 
We observed that RRs equaled either 0.77 or 0.81 when age was and was not included in 
the final model. The IAMB algorithm always included age and race, and for half of the 
hyperparameter settings gender as well. RRs estimated with the aid of the IAMB 
algorithm always equaled 0.82. 
 Statistically adjusting for age, gender, and race resulted in a standard error equal 
to 0.074. Comparatively, standard errors associated with models developed with the Hill 
Climbing were 2.03% larger while for models associated with the IAMB approach were 
equal to the expert knowledge approach. 
4.5 DISCUSSION 
In a study of the effect of autoimmune disease on 30-day mortality, we evaluated 
knowledge- and algorithmic-based approaches to identify variables to be considered for 
adjustment. Evaluated approaches included using expert knowledge only, the Hill 
Climbing algorithm, and the IAMB algorithm. We compared these approaches by asking: 
(1) “How many and which variables did each approach propose for statistical 
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adjustment” and (2) “How did differences in the proposed sets of variables impact effect 
estimates and model precision”. Here, we focused on machine learning algorithms that 
estimate the causal structure of dataset and propose variables for adjustment according to 
the inferred structure. As epidemiologic datasets increase in size and dimensionality, the 
need for automated variable identification approaches, such as these, will continue grow. 
If comparable to expert knowledge, causal discovery algorithms will become a valuable 
tool in epidemiologic research.271  
Compared with the expert knowledge-based approach, both the Hill Climbing and 
IAMB algorithms proposed several excess variables for adjustment (Tables 4.5 and 4.7). 
Few variables proposed by the expert opinion approach were included in the set of 
variables proposed by the Hill Climbing algorithm, but nearly all were included in the set 
of variables identified by the IAMB algorithm. There are multiple explanations for why 
expert opinion suggested fewer variables than both algorithms. In a critique of causal 
discovery algorithms, Robins and Wasserman stated that, if the study is large enough and 
there is unmeasured confounding, two causally unrelated variables may have a highly 
statistically significant association. Given that both algorithms select variables according 
to the underlying statistical relationships in the data, it is possible that some of the 
proposed variables were false positives. However, the observed differences may also be 
due to “white hat bias,” where experts only suggested variables that they perceived as 
relevant.272 
Though both algorithms suggested several variables for adjustment, they did not 
propose identical sets of variables. Of interest though, all variables proposed by the Hill 
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Climbing algorithm were included in the set of variables proposed by the IAMB 
algorithm. This dissimilarity can be explained by how each algorithm infers the 
underlying data structure. The Hill Climbing algorithm used a greedy search to identify 
the structure that best explained the data while also not being overly complex while the 
IAMB algorithm uses tests of independence to infer the structure –without regard to 
model complexity. As such, the IAMB algorithm may have identified relationships 
between variables that the Hill Climbing algorithm did not if the relationship added too 
much complexity. Depending on the true causal structure, these aspects of the algorithms 
may result in false negatives by the Hill Climbing algorithm or false positives by the 
IAMB algorithm if the covariate-exposure or covariate-outcome association is due to 
uncontrolled confounding or bias.273  
For each set of variables proposed for adjustment, we applied three strategies to 
select variables for final model inclusion. The full model and change in estimate 
approaches resulted in an approximate 10% reduction in mortality risk while the causal 
modeling approach resulted in an approximate 20% reduction. For all three selection 
strategies, model estimates associated with expert knowledge, the Hill Climbing 
algorithm, and the IAMB algorithm were all highly compatible. Compared to expert 
knowledge associated RRs, the algorithmic-based approaches never differed by more 
than 9%. We also observed that relative to the expert knowledge approach, standard 
errors for algorithmic-based models were typically smaller or equal. The increased model 
precision associated with both the algorithms is most likely caused by the adjustment of 
variables that are only associated with the exposure or the outcome, which can result in 
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gains in precision.274 
Both algorithms did not always identify all three epidemiologic confounders: age, 
gender, and race (Figure 4.3 and 4.4). This result may be explained by the observed 
underlying relationships between these variables, autoimmune disease presence and 
mortality. In Figures 4.5 and 4.6, age is weakly associated with autoimmune disease and 
mortality (RR = 0.99 and 1.02 respectively), while gender was not associated with 
mortality. Furthermore, race was moderately associated with both autoimmune disease 
and mortality where RRs ranged from 0.76 to 1.90 and 0.78 to 1.49 respectively; 
however, these associations were measured with low precision. The fact that we observed 
weak statistical evidence for these known associations252,275–277 may be evidence of bias 
existing within the database.278 If substantially biased, both algorithms would be limited 
in their ability to identify “true” confounders. Regardless of the existence of bias in the 
data, the effect estimates that we observed using both algorithms closely approximated 
expert knowledge.  
 Several simulation studies where the true data structure is known have been 
conducted to evaluate the performance of these and similar algorithms.262,265,279–281 
Despite strong performance under simulated conditions, little work has been done to 
examine how well these algorithms perform on real-world data. In our analysis we 
identified multiple limitations associated with both algorithms, the paramount being the 
incorrect assessment of the direction of the causal relationship between 
variables.247,248,282–284 This weakness resulted in conditioning upon intermediates of the 
causal pathway between autoimmune disease and mortality. Though of significant 
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concern, this limitation is not purely confined to algorithmic approaches, but does occur 
in epidemiologic research.240 To minimize the potential of this bias, these algorithms 
should be paired with expert knowledge and be used to help evaluate causal assumptions 
made by the researcher.43 
Another limitation of these approaches is their underlying data assumptions, such 
as no unmeasured confounding.262,265 To ensure robust performance, researchers must be 
cognizant of both unmeasured variables that are strong confounders but also sets of 
several variables that together may result in substantial confounding.285 Once again, this 
limitation is not unique to algorithmic methods, but extends to most conventional 
statistical approaches.247 To overcome this limitation, researchers should not blindly 
apply these algorithms in the hope of obtaining the correct solution, but thoughtfully 
consider the data and collection process.  
 Though our study found that the observed effect estimates did not vary by 
approach, study data came from a single database based upon a single institution and as a 
result, algorithm performance and the observed effect estimates, may not be 
generalizable. In addition, data quality may have affected the results and performance of 
the algorithms. As previously stated, approximately 80% of study patients had some 
degree of missing data, and some variables had as much as 66% of observations missing. 
To overcome this limitation we used multiple imputation through chained equations; 
however, in doing so, statistical relationships between truly uncorrelated variables may 
have been inadvertently created.286,287 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, we compared expert knowledge with machine learning algorithms to 
propose variables for adjustment to accurately estimate the effect of autoimmune disease 
on mortality among ICU patients with sepsis. The selected algorithms proposed variables 
in excess of those suggested by subject matter experts. When adjusting for variables 
proposed by experts, the estimated effect of autoimmune disease on 30-day mortality 
ranged from 0.82 to 0.92. Despite the larger pool of proposed variables, calculated RRs 
associated with the algorithmic-based approaches did not differ by more than 9% as 
compared with the expert knowledge approach. Furthermore, compared with the expert 
knowledge approach, effect estimates associated with algorithmic-based approaches had 
equal or higher precision. This study demonstrated that machine learning algorithms can 
be used to aid subject matter experts in proposing variables for adjustment. These 
algorithms would be best suited for situations where the true causal structure of the data 
is not fully known, or expert knowledge is lacking or potentially biased. In applying these 
algorithmic models, empirical results can be used to either challenge or support the 
adjustment of selected variables when analyzing observational data. 
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4.7 FIGURES AND TABLES  
Figure 4.1: Covariates proposed for adjustment using the Hill Climbing algorithm.  
 
Frequency (x-axis) indicates the number of times a variable was proposed under different hyperparameter settings. Blue bars indicate variables 
that were considered for model inclusion by both the Hill Climbing algorithm and expert knowledge. Orange bars indicate variables considered 
for model inclusion by the Hill Climbing algorithm.  
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Figure 4.2: Covariates proposed for adjustment using the IAMB algorithm. 
 
Frequency (x-axis) indicates the number of times a variable was proposed under different hyperparameter settings. Blue bars indicate variables that were 
considered for model inclusion by both the IAMB algorithm and expert knowledge. Orange bars indicate variables considered for model inclusion by 
the IAMB algorithm.  
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Figure 4.3: Univariate association between autoimmune disease and each selected covariate as measured by a log-binomial 
regression model. 
  
(A) Univariate association between each proposed variable for statistical adjustment and autoimmune disease presence. Variables are grouped 
together by the approaches that proposed the variable. (B) Violin plots showing the distribution and frequency of observed univariate 
associations between each proposed variable and autoimmune disease presence. Variables are grouped according to which approach proposed the 
variable and may be present in the distribution of multiple approaches.  
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Figure 4.4: Univariate association between each selected covariate and 30-day mortality as measured by a log-binomial regression 
model. 
  
(A) Univariate association between each proposed variable for statistical adjustment and 30-day mortality. Variables are grouped together by the 
approaches that proposed the variable. (B) Violin plots showing the distribution and frequency of observed univariate associations between each 
proposed variable and 30-day mortality. Variables are grouped according to which approach proposed the variable and may be present in the 
distribution of multiple approaches.  
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Figure 4.5: Absolute percent change between adjusted and unadjusted effect estimates after adjusting for each selected covariate.  
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Figure 4.6: Observed associations between autoimmune disease presence and 30-day mortality by covariate selection and 
modeling approach. 
 
Using log-binomial regression models, we estimated the effect of autoimmune disease on 30-day mortality adjuting for variables that met the 
final model inclusion criterion. Variables proposed for adjustment were selected via expert knowledge, the Hill Climbing algorithm, or the 
IAMB algorithm. The Full model adjusted for all proposed variables. The Change in estimate model adjusted for only proposed variables whose 
inclusion in the model affected unadjusted effect estimates by more than 10%. The Causal modeling approach adjusted for propsed variables that 
met the epidemiologic definition of being a confounder.  
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Figure 4.7: Causal diagram describing causal relationships between autoimmune disease, 
30-day mortality, and variables considered for adjustment under the expert knowledge 
approach.  
 
 
In this figure, expert knowledge was used to develop the presented DAG. Covariates that are both a 
cause of the exposure and outcome are colored red, while factors that are predictors of the outcome 
are colored blue. Pathways by which the exposure affects the outcome are highlighted green, while 
pathways by which confounding is caused are highlighted red. This figure was created using DAGitty 
version 2.3288 
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Table 4.1: Conditions included in autoimmune definition 
Autoimmune Condition ICD-9-CM Sepsis 
All autoimmune conditions -- N = 496 
Rheumatoid arthritis 714 130 (26.21%)  
Crohn’s disease 555 114 (22.98%)  
Ulcerative colitis 556.5, 556.6, 556.8, 556.9 86 (17.34%)  
Multiple sclerosis 340 64 (12.90%)  
Systemic lupus erythematosus 710.0 52 (10.48%)  
Ankylosing spondylitis 720 23 (4.64%)  
Psoriatic arthritis 696.0 20 (4.03%)  
Myasthenia gravis 358.0 16 (3.23%)  
Inflammatory myopathies   12 (2.41%) 
   Polymyositis 710.4 9 (1.8%)  
   Dermatomyositis 710.3 1 (0.2%)  
   Inclusion body myositis 359.71 2 (0.4%)  
Giant cell arteritis 446.5 11 (2.22%)  
Systemic sclerosis 710.1 10 (2.01%)  
Scleroderma 701.1 9 (1.81%)  
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Table 4.2: Baseline characteristics for sepsis patients, stratified by presence of autoimmune 
disease. 
 
Autoimmune 
Disease 
No Autoimmune 
Disease 
Number of Patients 496 5704 
Patient Outcomes   
 30-day mortality 26.61% 34.55% 
Patient Characteristics   
 Age (Mean ± SD) 64.46 ± 14.64 66.21 ± 16.48 
 Gender (% Male) 44.56% 57.50% 
 Race   
    White, Non-Hispanic 80.04% 71.49% 
    Black, Non-Hispanic 7.26% 9.34% 
    Hispanic 2.02% 3.30% 
    Asian/Pacific Islander  1.61% 3.00% 
    Other 2.42% 2.58% 
    Unknown 6.65% 10.29% 
 SOFA-score at admission (Mean ± SD) 5.63 ± 3.67 6.50 ± 3.80 
 Elixhauser comorbidity index (Mean ± SD) 9.46 ± 7.74 9.75 ± 7.83 
 Infection site (% Pulmonary) 32.06% 39.00% 
 Documented bacteremia (% Yes) 16.13% 18.92% 
 Chronic pre-admission DMARD or prednisone use 56.05% 19.78% 
    Chronic prednisone use 41.73% 17.36% 
    Chronic DMARD use 34.48% 5.80% 
 ICU admit unit   
    MICU 63.91% 62.34% 
    SICU 21.57% 21.27% 
    CCU 9.88% 10.64% 
    CSRU 4.64% 5.75% 
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Table 4.3: Model precision according to covariate selection and modeling approach. 
Approach Parameter settings 
Comparing Expert knowledge approaches with algorithmic models 
Full model approach Change in estimate approach Causal modeling approach  
  
Standard 
Error 
%ΔSE 
Standard 
Error 
%ΔSE 
Standard 
Error 
%ΔSE 
Expert 
knowledge 
NA 0.070 -- 0.068 -- 0.074 -- 
Hill Climbing Bins: 3; Restarts: 0 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 5; Restarts: 0 0.068 -2.86% 0.069 1.47% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 10; Restarts: 0 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.077 4.05% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 15; Restarts: 0 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 3; Restarts: 5 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 5; Restarts: 5 0.068 -2.86% 0.069 1.47% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 10; Restarts: 5 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.077 4.05% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 15; Restarts: 5 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 3; Restarts: 10 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 5; Restarts: 10 0.068 -2.86% 0.069 1.47% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 10; Restarts: 10 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.077 4.05% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 15; Restarts: 10 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 3; Restarts: 15 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 5; Restarts: 15 0.068 -2.86% 0.069 1.47% 0.075 1.35% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 10; Restarts: 15 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.077 4.05% 
Hill Climbing Bins: 15; Restarts: 15 0.068 -2.86% 0.068 0.00% 0.075 1.35% 
IAMB Bins: 3; Type I error rate: 1% 0.065 -7.14% 0.069 1.47% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 5; Type I error rate: 1% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 10; Type I error rate: 1% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 15; Type I error rate: 1% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 3; Type I error rate: 5% 0.065 -7.14% 0.069 1.47% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 5; Type I error rate: 5% 0.065 -7.14% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 10; Type I error rate: 5% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
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IAMB Bins: 15; Type I error rate: 5% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 3; Type I error rate: 10% 0.065 -7.14% 0.069 1.47% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 5; Type I error rate: 10% 0.065 -7.14% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 10; Type I error rate: 10% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 15; Type I error rate: 10% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 3; Type I error rate: 20% 0.065 -7.14% 0.069 1.47% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 5; Type I error rate: 20% 0.065 -7.14% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 10; Type I error rate: 20% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
IAMB Bins: 15; Type I error rate: 20% 0.066 -5.71% 0.068 0.00% 0.074 0.00% 
%ΔSE indicates the percentage change in standard error, comparing each algorithmic approach with the expert knowledge approach.
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5 CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation, we applied big data and conventional epidemiologic 
approaches to different topics in infectious disease epidemiology. In doing so, we gained 
novel insights regarding dengue epidemiology and sepsis mortality, as well as the 
potential role of big data in the future of epidemiology. Though it may take time for big 
data approaches to be appropriately applied, the adoption of such methods will allow 
epidemiologists to explore new and old public health questions in novel ways.  
 In the first study, we employed machine learning and regression-based 
approaches to predict dengue occurrence in three endemic locations. We observed that 
when predicting weekly case counts, machine learning models were more accurate than 
regression models when surveillance predictors were included in the model. However, 
when surveillance inputs were excluded from the model, regression models were more 
accurate in predicting weekly dengue case counts. We also observed that machine 
learning models were able to accurately forecast the onset and duration of dengue 
outbreaks up to 12 weeks in advance using only population, temporal, and weather 
predictors. Based upon this study’s results and potential model advantages, machine 
learning models should be considered for inclusion in dengue early warning systems.   
 In the second study, we evaluated the relationship between flushing and dengue 
outbreak risk in Singapore. We first used machine learning approaches to identify rainfall 
patterns associated with flushing and to predict its occurrence. We then used 
conventional epidemiologic approaches to evaluate how flushing occurrence may 
influence dengue risk in subsequent weeks. In this analysis, we found that when flushing 
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occurred on five or more days per week, there was up to a 78% decrease in dengue 
outbreak risk which persisted up to five weeks. This finding is an important step in 
further understanding how weather affects dengue outbreaks in Singapore. These findings 
can be used to optimize vector control strategies and improve dengue early weaning 
systems.   
 In the third study, we compared algorithmic and conventional epidemiologic 
approaches to identify potential confounding variables that should be statistically 
adjusted for when measuring the association between a study’s exposure and outcome. 
We used these approaches to propose variables for adjustment when estimating the effect 
of autoimmune disease on 30-day all-cause mortality among ICU patients with sepsis. 
We found that the algorithmic-based approaches proposed variables in addition to those 
selected by subject matter experts. Our analysis revealed that adjusting for variables 
proposed by experts led to a 10-20% reduction in 30-day mortality associated with 
autoimmune disease presence. Furthermore, as compared with the expert knowledge 
approach, calculated RRs associated with the algorithmic-based approaches did not differ 
by more than 9%, indicating comparability knowledge- and algorithmic-based 
approaches. These results suggest that algorithmic-based approaches can be used to 
approximate expert knowledge in situations where the true causal structure of the data is 
unknown or when expert knowledge is absent or potentially biased.  
 In conclusion, the studies presented in this dissertation provide a number of 
examples for how “big data” and analytic approaches can be used in epidemiologic 
research. Further, these studies have highlighted strengths and limitations of both big data 
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and conventional approaches. For epidemiologic research, big data and its analytic 
approaches represent tremendous opportunities. This body of work has highlighted 
examples where big data approaches perform better than conventional approaches and 
vice versa. Additionally, we have provided examples showing how big data and 
conventional approaches can be paired together to further scientific knowledge. The 
future of epidemiology does not lie in the sole application of big data or traditional 
epidemiologic approaches. The future of epidemiology lies in the identification and 
selection of the proper tool to solve the question at hand.  
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APPENDIX 1 
Chapter 2 Equations 
Weekly Outbreaks 
We defined weekly outbreak as follows: 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑊 = {
1, 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑊 ≥ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑             
0, 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                       
      (1) 
where CasesT is the number of reported dengue cases for week T (the week of interest). 
The outbreak threshold was defined as: 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 1.5 ∗ √
∑ (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑇,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔)
2𝑛
𝑊=1
𝑛−1
   (2) 
where CasesT,training is the number of cases reported for week T in the training data; 
𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the average weekly case counts in the training data; and n is the number 
of observations in the training data. 
Mean Absolute Error 
The Mean absolute error (MAE) is calculated as the average of the absolute 
difference between observed and predicted values. The MAE is defined as follows: 
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1
𝑛
∑ |𝑦𝑖 − ?̂?𝑖|
𝑛
𝑖=1       (3) 
where n is the number of observations, 𝑦𝑖 is the observed number of dengue cases for 
week i, and ?̂?𝑖 is the predicted number of dengue cases for week i. 
Normalized Mean Absolute Error 
The normalized mean absolute error (nMAE) is calculated as the MAE divided by 
the average weekly number of dengue cases. The nMAE is defined as follows: 
𝑛𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
𝑀𝐴𝐸
1
𝑛
∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1
       (4) 
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where n is the number of observations 𝑦𝑖 is the observed number of dengue cases for 
week i, and MAE is the mean absolute error.  
Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient 
Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC) is a metric that measures the 
correlation between an observed binary outcome and prediction. MCC is defined as 
follows: 
𝑀𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃∗𝑇𝑁−𝐹𝑃∗𝐹𝑁
√(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)∗(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)∗(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃)∗(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁)
     (5) 
where TP is the number of true positives; TN is the number of true negatives; FP is the 
number of false positives; and FN is the number of false negatives. The best value that 
can be obtained for MCC is +1 while the worse value is -1.141 
  
  
1
1
8
 
APPENDIX 2 
Normalized mean absolute error and mean absolute error for each statistical modeling approach when predicting weekly 
dengue case counts.  
  1 week ahead forecast accuracy  12 weeks ahead forecast accuracy 
  Iquitos San Juan Singapore  Iquitos San Juan Singapore 
 nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE)  nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE) nMAE (MAE) 
Surveillance Data Included        
Random Forest        
   Full Model 0.65 (4.64) 0.18 (11.76) 0.25 (77.24)  0.99 (7.27) 0.51 (34.44) 0.67 (209.74) 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.60 (4.25) 0.22 (14.37) 0.25 (79.05)  1.05 (7.69) 0.48 (32.46) 0.62 (192.76) 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.64 (4.51) 0.20 (12.59) 0.25 (77.35)  1.02 (7.46) 0.52 (35.31) 0.65 (202.35) 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.66 (4.68) 0.18 (11.79) 0.24 (73.33)  1.01 (7.41) 0.50 (33.71) 0.68 (213.19) 
Poisson Regression        
   Full Model 1.02 (7.24) 0.43 (28.06) 0.44 (137.92)  0.98 (7.16) 0.59 (39.50) 0.76 (239.09) 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.85 (6.02) 0.40 (25.82) 0.31 (97.34)  1.22 (8.93) 0.76 (51.36) 0.66 (205.65) 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.95 (6.72) 0.45 (28.95) 0.36 (112.11)  1.06 (7.75) 0.73 (48.95) 0.73 (230.08) 
   Top 10% of predictors used 1.00 (7.12) 0.53 (33.90) 0.46 (141.29)  1.19 (8.76) 0.62 (42.05) 0.70 (219.18) 
Surveillance Data Excluded        
Random Forest         
   Full Model 0.97 (6.92) 0.58 (37.54) 0.61 (190.62)  0.99 (7.25) 0.57 (38.71) 0.69 (214.60) 
   Top 1% of predictors used 1.09 (7.71) 0.64 (41.10) 0.60 (185.75)  1.07 (7.83) 0.57 (38.47) 0.62 (193.09) 
   Top 5% of predictors used 1.02 (7.23) 0.59 (38.11) 0.61 (187.93)  0.96 (7.03) 0.60 (40.24) 0.66 (207.30) 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.95 (6.78) 0.57 (36.95) 0.61 (188.82)  0.98 (7.21) 0.57 (38.46) 0.67 (210.40) 
Poisson Regression        
   Full Model 0.97 (6.92) 0.49 (31.87) 0.91 (283.24)  0.87 (6.39) 0.59 (39.67) 0.83 (260.33) 
   Top 1% of predictors used 1.33 (9.47) 0.66 (42.67) 0.60 (187.22)  1.28 (9.37) 0.64 (43.15) 0.65 (204.35) 
   Top 5% of predictors used 1.38 (9.83) 0.55 (35.57) 0.72 (224.48)  0.89 (6.52) 0.60 (40.25) 0.70 (220.10) 
   Top 10% of predictors used 1.53 (10.88) 0.54 (34.78) 0.92 (285.48)  1.00 (7.32) 0.56 (37.51) 0.74 (231.72) 
Abbreviations: nMAE: normalized mean absolute error; MAE: mean absolute error.  
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APPENDIX 3 
Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient for each statistical modeling approach when 
predicting weekly outbreaks. 
  1 week ahead forecast 
accuracy 
 12 weeks ahead forecast 
accuracy 
  Iquitos San Juan Singapore  Iquitos San Juan Singapore 
 MCC MCC MCC  MCC MCC MCC 
Surveillance Data Included        
Random Forest        
   Full Model 0.27 0.59 0.28   0.24 0.51 -0.06 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.58 0.85 0.80   0.32 0.44 0.08 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.48 0.74 0.52   0.32 0.51 0.06 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.45 0.68 0.48   0.26 0.51 -0.01 
Random Forest-UFA               
   Full Model 0.70 0.65 0.38   0.51 0.61 0.23 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.68 0.69 0.40   0.58 0.61 0.21 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.59 0.66 0.33   0.56 0.61 0.30 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.62 0.64 0.41   0.55 0.61 0.29 
Logistic Regression               
   Full Model 0.68 0.94 0.72   0.39 0.55 -0.01 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.65 0.94 0.80   0.57 0.55 0.09 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.62 0.95 0.66   0.36 0.57 -0.06 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.64 0.94 0.67   0.35 0.60 0.02 
Surveillance Data Excluded        
Random Forest               
   Full Model 0.23 0.45 -0.06   0.24 0.50 -0.06 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.27 0.42 -0.06   0.32 0.43 -0.03 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.25 0.46 -0.06   0.35 0.50 -0.06 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.24 0.46 -0.06   0.26 0.49 0.06 
Random Forest-UFA               
   Full Model 0.75 0.64 0.27   0.50 0.60 0.27 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.62 0.64 0.20   0.53 0.57 0.23 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.57 0.64 0.25   0.58 0.59 0.25 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.70 0.64 0.28   0.52 0.61 0.21 
Logistic Regression               
   Full Model 0.33 0.56 -0.02   0.39 0.55 -0.06 
   Top 1% of predictors used 0.42 0.56 -0.02   0.40 0.53 -0.06 
   Top 5% of predictors used 0.30 0.68 -0.06   0.37 0.62 -0.06 
   Top 10% of predictors used 0.32 0.70 -0.06   0.35 0.57 -0.06 
Abbreviations: MCC: Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient 
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APPENDIX 4 
Dysregulated cytokines and specific autoimmune diseases included in the study’s 
autoimmune definition. 
Autoimmune Disease 
Overexpressed Cytokines Underexpressed Cytokines 
Pro-
inflammatory 
Anti-
inflammatory 
Pro-
inflammatory 
Anti-
inflammatory 
Rheumatoid arthritis 
IL-6 and TNF-α 
255–257 
  
IL-1 Receptor 
Antagonist, IL-4, 
and IL-10256,260 
Crohn’s disease 
IL-1, IL-6, IL-12, 
INF-γ, 
and TNF-α255–257 
IL-10256   
Ulcerative colitis 
IL-1, IL-6, IL-12, 
INF-γ, 
and TNF-α255–257 
IL-10256   
Multiple sclerosis 
IL-6, IL-12, INF-
γ, 
TNF-α255,260 
IL-13255  
IL-4 and IL-
10255,260 
Systemic lupus 
erythematosus 
 IL-4 and IL-10260 
INF-γ and TNF-
α255,260 
TGF-β255,260 
Ankylosing spondylitis   TNF-α255  
Psoriatic arthritis TNF-α255–257   
IL-1 Receptor 
Antagonist256 
Myasthenia gravis   IL-12255,259   
Giant Cell Arteritis 
IL-6, INF-y, 
and TNF-α256 
   
Scleroderma TNF-α255 IL-4 and IL-10260   
Systemic Sclerosis 
IL-6 and TNF-
α255 
IL-4 and IL-13255   
Polymyositis 
IL-1 and TNF-
α260 
TGF-β260   
Dermatomyositis 
IL-1 and TNF-
α260 
TGF-β260   
Inclusion Body Myositis 
IL-1 and TNF-
α260 
TGF-β260   
Abbreviations: IL, Interleukin; TNF, Tumor Necrosis Factor; INF, Interferon  
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APPENDIX 5  
List of covariates extracted for evaluation. 
Variable Further Specification 
Age   
AIDS   
Albumin Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
 Alcohol Abuse   
Anion Gap Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Band Cell Level 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Bicarbonate Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Bilirubin Levels  
Minimum 
Maximum 
Blood Loss Anemia   
Blood Urea Nitrogen Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Cardiac Arrhythmias   
Chloride Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Chronic Use of  
Any Biologic DMARD 
Any Conventional DMARD 
Any DMARD 
Prednisone 
Any DMARD or Prednisone 
Coagulopathy   
Congestive Heart Failure   
Creatinine Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Deficiency Anemias   
Depression   
Diabetes  
Complicated 
Uncomplicated 
Diastolic Blood Pressure 
Minimum 
Mean 
Maximum 
Do Not 
CPR 
Intubate 
Resuscitate 
Documented ICD-9-CM code for 
Bacteremia 
Candidiasis infection 
Fungal infection 
Sepsis 
Septicemia 
Severe sepsis  
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Drug Abuse   
Elective Surgery   
Elixhauser Comorbidity Score  Vanwalraven method 
Fluid Electrolyte Levels   
Give All Life-saving Treatment  
Gender   
Given Vasopressors   
Glasgow Coma Scale   
Glucose Levels 
Minimum 
Mean 
Maximum 
Heart Rate   
Hematocrit Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Hemoglobin Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Hypertension   
Hypotension   
Hypothyroidism   
ICU Admit Unit   
Lactate Levels  
Minimum 
Maximum 
Length of Stay   
Liver Disease   
Lymphoma   
Mean Blood Pressure   
Metastatic Cancer   
Obesity   
On Mechanical Ventilator   
Other Neurological Disorders   
Oxygen Saturation Level 
Minimum 
Mean 
Maximum 
 Paralysis   
Partial Thromboplastin Time 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Peptic Ulcer   
Peripheral Vascular Disease   
Platelet Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Potassium Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Prothrombin Time  
Minimum 
Maximum 
Psychoses   
Pulmonary Circulation Disease   
Race   
Renal Failure   
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Renal Replacement Therapy   
Respiration Rate   
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score   
Sodium Levels 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Solid Tumor   
Systolic Blood Pressure 
Minimum 
Mean 
Maximum 
Temperature   
Type of Insurance   
Urine Output   
Valvular Disease   
Weight Loss   
White Blood Cell Count 
Minimum 
Maximum 
 
  
1
2
4
 
 
APPENDIX 6 
 Proportion of missing data for each considered covariate with any missing data.  
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APPENDIX 7  
Using the Hill Climbing Algorithm to Learn the Structure of a DAG. 
The Hill Climbing algorithm is a score-based approach to statistically infer the 
structure of a DAG. To begin, the process assigns a score to each candidate DAG. 
Typically, the score is a measure of how well the DAG describes the data D. The score 
for some structure G is 
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝐷) = Pr(𝐺|𝐷)      (1) 
which represents the posterior probability of structure G, given the data D. The Hill 
Climbing algorithm then works to maximize equation (1). Using Bayes’ Theorem, the 
score can then be mathematically represented as 
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝐷) = Pr(𝐺|𝐷) =
Pr(𝐷|𝐺)Pr (𝐺)
Pr (𝐷)
.     (2) 
To maximize this score, we need only to maximize the numerator because the 
denominator does not depend upon the structure. In equation (2), Pr(G) is the prior, 
several methods exist for to assess this value264 and have been described elsewhere.289 
For the purposes of this dissertation, we assume a uniform prior over all structures which 
allows us to ignore Pr(G). To calculate Pr(D|G), we average over all possible parameters 
and weight each parameter by their posterior probability264 
Pr(𝐷|𝐺) = ∫ Pr(𝐷|𝐺, 𝒑) 𝑃𝑟𝑅(𝒑|𝐺)𝑑𝒑.    (3) 
Based upon the work of Cooper and Herskovits (1992)290 that multinomial local 
probability distribution function represented in equation (3) can be formulated as 
Pr(𝐷|𝐺) = ∏ ∏
Γ(𝛼𝑖𝑗)
Γ(𝛼𝑖𝑗+𝑁𝑖𝑗)
𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1 ∏
Γ(𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑘+𝑁𝑖𝑗𝑘)
Γ(𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑘)
𝑟𝑖
𝑘=1      (4) 
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where αijk and Nijk are hyperparameters and counts for the probability distribution 
function of Xi for parent configuration j. According to the large sample limit, the term 
Pr(D | G, p)Pr(p | G) can be approximated as a multivariate Gaussian 
distribution.264,291,292 When we approximate the mean of the multivariate Gaussian 
distribution with the maximum-likelihood value ?̂? and we ignore all terms that do not 
depend on the size of the dataset N, we arrive at the BIC score approximation: 
𝐵𝐼𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝐷) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑟(𝐷|?̂?, 𝐺) −
𝑑
2
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁,    (5) 
which was initially derived by Schwartz.266  In equation (5), ?̂? is the set of maximum-
likelihood estimates of all parameters, p of the DAG, d is the number of dimensions of 
the multivariate Gaussian distribution.264  
As previously stated, the Hill Climbing algorithm works to identify the DAG 
structure that maximizes the score in equation (5).264 To search over all potential DAG 
structures is computationally prohibitive because the number of possible DAG structures 
is at least exponential in the number of variables “n” there are. Thus a more sophisticated 
search approach must be employed. The Hill Climbing algorithm performs a greedy 
search (i.e., a search that is guaranteed to only find a locally optimal solution) to 
maximize the selected score function. The Hill Climbing algorithm infers the data 
structure through the following process:264 
Step 1) Begin with either an empty DAG, where there are no edges joining any 
variable; a randomly seeded DAG, edges are randomly placed joining some 
variables; or a full graph, where edges join all variables together. Score the 
initial DAG according to the scoring function.  
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Step 2) For each variable pair (e.g., A, B) attempt every possible single edge: 
Step 2A) Addition (where a directed edge is drawn between A and B; e.g., A 
B becomes AB) 
Step 2B) Subtraction (where a directed edge is removed between A and B, 
e.g., AB becomes A B) 
Step 2C) Reversal (where a directed edge between A and B is reversed, e.g., 
AB becomes AB)  
Step 3) Score each candidate DAG that is created in Step 2. 
Step 4) Select the best DAG according to the scoring function. 
Step 5) Repeat Steps 2-4 until no single edge change improves the scoring function. 
The DAG structure that is found to maximize the scoring function (e.g., BIC) is selected 
as the best DAG. 
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APPENDIX 8 
Using the IAMB Algorithm to Learn the Structure of a DAG. 
The IAMB algorithm is considered a “constraint-based” approach, meaning that the 
underlying causal structure of the data is inferred using statistical tests of independence 
and does not consider structure complexity. To learn the DAG structure of data, IAMB 
infers the Markov Blanket for each variable in the dataset. The Markov Blanket of 
variable T (MB(T)) is defined as the minimal set of variables conditioned on resulting in 
all other variables being probabilistically independent of variable T.265 We denote the 
conditional independence of variable X and T given Z as:265 
𝐈(𝑋 ; 𝑇|𝑍) ≡ 𝑃(𝑇|𝑋, 𝑍) ≡ 𝑃(𝑇|𝑍).         (1) 
According to equation (1), MB(T) is a minimal set for which 𝐈(𝑋 ; 𝑉| 𝑀𝐵(𝑇)), for all 𝑋 ∈
𝑉 − {𝑇} − 𝑀𝐵(𝑇).293 
The IAMB algorithm consists of two phases, 1) Forward and 2) Backward. An 
estimate of MB(T) is kept in “Current Markov Blanket” (CMB). The two phases are 
described below:265  
Phase 1) In the Forward phase, variables belonging to MB(T) and potentially some 
false positives are added to the CMB. Variables belonging to MB (T) are added 
via a heuristic function. This function begins with an empty candidate set of 
variables for the CMB and adds the variable that maximizes the function 
𝑓(𝑋; 𝑇 |𝐶𝑀𝐵). Function f is a statistical measure of association between 
variables X and V conditional on CMB and should equal a non-zero value when 
X is a member of MB (T). For this study, we define function f as the mutual-
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information. The mutual-information between two variables T and X  is given 
by:294 
𝐼(𝑇, 𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑇, 𝑋)  log (
𝑝(𝑇,𝑋)
𝑝(𝑇)𝑝(𝑋)
)𝑡,𝑥  .   (2) 
 Since p(T,X) = p(T)p(X | T),  equation (2) can be written as:294 
𝐼(𝑇, 𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑇)𝑡 ∑ 𝑝(𝑋 |𝑇)𝑥   log (
𝑝(𝑋 |𝑇)
𝑝(𝑋)
)            (3)  
Phase 2) In the Backward phase, false positive variables originally included in 
MB(T) are removed. These variables are sequentially removed, by statistically 
testing if each variable from the CMB is independent of T given the variables 
remaining in the CMB.  
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APPENDIX 9 
Variables proposed by the Hill Climbing algorithm for adjustment. 
Number 
of bins 
Number 
of restarts 
Number of 
variables 
proposed 
Proposed variables 
3 0 18 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Drug Abuse, Elixhauser, 
Fluid Electrolyte, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance 
Type, Liver Disease, Metastatic Cancer, SOFA-score, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
5 0 13 
Age, Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Max Creatinine, Min 
Creatinine, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Mean BP, SOFA-
score, Min Systolic BP 
10 0 8 
Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Mean BP, On Ventilator, 
SOFA-score, Max Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic 
BP 
15 0 17 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Min Chloride levels, coagulopathy, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Elixhauser, Fluid Electrolyte, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Metastatic Cancer, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Max Systolic 
BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
3 5 18 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Drug Abuse, Elixhauser, 
Fluid Electrolyte, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance 
Type, Liver Disease, Metastatic Cancer, SOFA-score, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
5 5 14 
Age, Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Max Creatinine, Min 
Creatinine, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Max lactate levels, 
Mean BP, SOFA-score, Min Systolic BP 
10 5 8 
Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Mean BP, On Ventilator, 
SOFA-score, Max Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic 
BP 
15 5 17 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Min Chloride levels, coagulopathy, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Elixhauser, Fluid Electrolyte, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Metastatic Cancer, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Max Systolic 
BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
3 10 18 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Drug Abuse, Elixhauser, 
Fluid Electrolyte, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance 
Type, Liver Disease, Metastatic Cancer, SOFA-score, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
5 10 13 
Age, Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Min Bicarbonate, Max 
Creatinine, Min Creatinine, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic 
BP, Given Vasopressors, Insurance Type, Mean BP, SOFA-score, 
Min Systolic BP 
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10 10 8 
Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Mean BP, On Ventilator, 
SOFA-score, Max Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic 
BP 
15 10 17 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Min Chloride levels, coagulopathy, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Elixhauser, Fluid Electrolyte, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Metastatic Cancer, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Max Systolic 
BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
3 15 18 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Drug Abuse, Elixhauser, 
Fluid Electrolyte, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance 
Type, Liver Disease, Metastatic Cancer, SOFA-score, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
5 15 13 
Age, Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Max Creatinine, Min 
Creatinine, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Mean BP, SOFA-
score, Min Systolic BP 
10 15 8 
Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Mean BP, On Ventilator, 
SOFA-score, Max Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic 
BP 
15 15 17 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Min Chloride levels, coagulopathy, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Elixhauser, Fluid Electrolyte, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Metastatic Cancer, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Max Systolic 
BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP 
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 APPENDIX 10 
Variables proposed by the IAMB algorithm for adjustment. 
Number 
of bins 
Type I 
error rate 
Number of 
variables 
proposed 
Proposed variables 
3 0.01 77 
Age, Max albumin levels, Min albumin levels, Alcohol Abuse, 
Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Bacteremia, Max bicarbonate 
levels, Min Bicarbonate, MAX blood urea nitrogen levels, Min 
blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, Cardiac 
Arrhythmias, Max chloride levels, Min Chloride levels, Chronic 
Pulmonary Disease, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Max Creatinine, Min Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, 
Depression, Complicated diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, 
Max diastolic BP, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do Not 
Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, 
Elixhauser, ICU Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Max Blood 
Glucose, Mean Blood Glucose, Min Blood Glucose, Heart rate, 
Max Hematocrit, Min Hematocrit, Max Hemoglobin, Min 
Hemoglobin, Hypertension, Hypotension, Hypothyroidism, 
Insurance Type, Max lactate levels, Min lactate levels, Liver 
Disease, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, Other 
Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Min 
potassium levels, Pulmonary circulation disease, Pulmonary 
Infection, Race, Renal Failure, Renal replacement therapy, 
Respiration rate, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe Sepsis, Max sodium 
levels, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Solid Tumor, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP, Valvular 
Disease, Weight loss 
5 0.01 57 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Bacteremia, MAX blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Min blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, 
Cardiac Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary Disease, 
coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, Max Creatinine, Min 
Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, Depression, Complicated 
diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Max diastolic BP, Mean 
Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do Not Intubate, Do Not 
Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, ICU 
Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, Glasgow Coma 
Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Hypertension, Hypotension, 
Hypothyroidism, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, Mean BP, On 
Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, Other Neurological 
Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Max Platelet Count, Min 
Platelet Count, Pulmonary circulation disease, Pulmonary 
Infection, Race, Renal Failure, Renal replacement therapy, 
Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe Sepsis, SOFA-score, Max Systolic 
BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP, Valvular Disease, 
Weight loss 
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10 0.01 30 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary 
Disease, Congestive Heart Failure, Complicated diabetes, 
Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Do Not Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, 
Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, ICU Admit Unit, 
Fluid Electrolyte, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance 
Type, Liver Disease, Length of Stay-ICU, On Ventilator, 
Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, Other Neurological Disease, 
Peripheral vascular disease, Pulmonary circulation disease, 
Pulmonary Infection, Race, SOFA-score, Valvular Disease, 
Weight loss 
15 0.01 13 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Do Not Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, 
Insurance Type, On Ventilator, Race, SOFA-score, Min Systolic 
BP, Valvular Disease 
3 0.05 78 
Age, Max albumin levels, Min albumin levels, Alcohol Abuse, 
Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Bacteremia, Max bicarbonate 
levels, Min Bicarbonate, MAX blood urea nitrogen levels, Min 
blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, Cardiac 
Arrhythmias, Max chloride levels, Min Chloride levels, Chronic 
Pulmonary Disease, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Max Creatinine, Min Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, 
Depression, Complicated diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, 
Max diastolic BP, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do Not 
Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, 
Elixhauser, ICU Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Max Blood 
Glucose, Mean Blood Glucose, Min Blood Glucose, Heart rate, 
Max Hematocrit, Min Hematocrit, Max Hemoglobin, Min 
Hemoglobin, Hypertension, Hypotension, Hypothyroidism, 
Insurance Type, Max lactate levels, Min lactate levels, Liver 
Disease, Mean BP, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, 
Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Min 
potassium levels, Pulmonary circulation disease, Pulmonary 
Infection, Race, Renal Failure, Renal replacement therapy, 
Respiration rate, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe Sepsis, Max sodium 
levels, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Solid Tumor, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP, Valvular 
Disease, Weight loss 
5 0.05 59 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Bacteremia, MAX blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Min blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, 
Cardiac Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary Disease, 
coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, Max Creatinine, Min 
Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, Depression, Complicated 
diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Max diastolic BP, Mean 
Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do Not Intubate, Do Not 
Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, ICU 
Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, Glasgow Coma 
Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Heart rate, Hypertension, 
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Hypotension, Hypothyroidism, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Mean BP, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, Other 
Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Max Platelet 
Count, Min Platelet Count, Pulmonary circulation disease, 
Pulmonary Infection, Race, Renal Failure, Renal replacement 
therapy, Respiration rate, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe Sepsis, 
SOFA-score, Max Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic 
BP, Valvular Disease, Weight loss 
10 0.05 40 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Bacteremia, Candidiasis infection, Cardiac 
Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary Disease, coagulopathy, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Deficiency Anemias, Complicated 
diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Do Not Intubate, Do Not 
Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, ICU 
Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Length of Stay-ICU, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, 
Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Max 
Platelet Count, Min Platelet Count, Pulmonary circulation 
disease, Pulmonary Infection, Race, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe 
Sepsis, SOFA-score, Valvular Disease, Weight loss 
15 0.05 13 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Do Not Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, 
Insurance Type, On Ventilator, Race, SOFA-score, Min Systolic 
BP, Valvular Disease 
3 0.1 78 
Age, Max albumin levels, Min albumin levels, Alcohol Abuse, 
Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Bacteremia, Max bicarbonate 
levels, Min Bicarbonate, MAX blood urea nitrogen levels, Min 
blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, Cardiac 
Arrhythmias, Max chloride levels, Min Chloride levels, Chronic 
Pulmonary Disease, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Max Creatinine, Min Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, 
Depression, Complicated diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, 
Max diastolic BP, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do Not 
Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, 
Elixhauser, ICU Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Max Blood 
Glucose, Mean Blood Glucose, Min Blood Glucose, Heart rate, 
Max Hematocrit, Min Hematocrit, Max Hemoglobin, Min 
Hemoglobin, Hypertension, Hypotension, Hypothyroidism, 
Insurance Type, Max lactate levels, Min lactate levels, Liver 
Disease, Mean BP, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, 
Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Min 
potassium levels, Pulmonary circulation disease, Pulmonary 
Infection, Race, Renal Failure, Renal replacement therapy, 
Respiration rate, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe Sepsis, Max sodium 
levels, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Solid Tumor, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP, Valvular 
Disease, Weight loss 
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5 0.1 60 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Bacteremia, MAX blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Min blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, 
Cardiac Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary Disease, 
coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, Max Creatinine, Min 
Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, Depression, Complicated 
diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Max diastolic BP, Mean 
Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do not CPR, Do Not Intubate, 
Do Not Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, 
ICU Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, Glasgow 
Coma Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Heart rate, 
Hypertension, Hypotension, Hypothyroidism, Insurance Type, 
Liver Disease, Mean BP, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, 
Obesity, Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular 
disease, Max Platelet Count, Min Platelet Count, Pulmonary 
circulation disease, Pulmonary Infection, Race, Renal Failure, 
Renal replacement therapy, Respiration rate, Sepsis, Septicemia, 
Severe Sepsis, SOFA-score, Max Systolic BP, Mean Systolic 
BP, Min Systolic BP, Valvular Disease, Weight loss 
10 0.1 40 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Bacteremia, Candidiasis infection, Cardiac 
Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary Disease, coagulopathy, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Deficiency Anemias, Complicated 
diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Do Not Intubate, Do Not 
Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, ICU 
Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Length of Stay-ICU, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, 
Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Max 
Platelet Count, Min Platelet Count, Pulmonary circulation 
disease, Pulmonary Infection, Race, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe 
Sepsis, SOFA-score, Valvular Disease, Weight loss 
15 0.1 13 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Do Not Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, 
Insurance Type, On Ventilator, Race, SOFA-score, Min Systolic 
BP, Valvular Disease 
3 0.2 78 
Age, Max albumin levels, Min albumin levels, Alcohol Abuse, 
Max Anion gap, Min Anion gap, Bacteremia, Max bicarbonate 
levels, Min Bicarbonate, MAX blood urea nitrogen levels, Min 
blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, Cardiac 
Arrhythmias, Max chloride levels, Min Chloride levels, Chronic 
Pulmonary Disease, coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, 
Max Creatinine, Min Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, 
Depression, Complicated diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, 
Max diastolic BP, Mean Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do Not 
Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, 
Elixhauser, ICU Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Max Blood 
Glucose, Mean Blood Glucose, Min Blood Glucose, Heart rate, 
Max Hematocrit, Min Hematocrit, Max Hemoglobin, Min 
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Hemoglobin, Hypertension, Hypotension, Hypothyroidism, 
Insurance Type, Max lactate levels, Min lactate levels, Liver 
Disease, Mean BP, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, 
Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Min 
potassium levels, Pulmonary circulation disease, Pulmonary 
Infection, Race, Renal Failure, Renal replacement therapy, 
Respiration rate, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe Sepsis, Max sodium 
levels, Min sodium levels, SOFA-score, Solid Tumor, Max 
Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic BP, Valvular 
Disease, Weight loss 
5 0.2 62 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Bacteremia, MAX blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Min blood urea nitrogen levels, Candidiasis infection, 
Cardiac Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary Disease, 
coagulopathy, Congestive Heart Failure, Max Creatinine, Min 
Creatinine, Deficiency Anemias, Depression, Complicated 
diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Max diastolic BP, Mean 
Diastolic BP, Min Diastolic BP, Do not CPR, Do Not Intubate, 
Do Not Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, 
ICU Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, Glasgow 
Coma Scale, Gender, Given Vasopressors, Heart rate, 
Hypertension, Hypotension, Hypothyroidism, Insurance Type, 
Liver Disease, Mean BP, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, 
Obesity, Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular 
disease, Max Platelet Count, Min Platelet Count, Max potassium 
levels, Min potassium levels, Pulmonary circulation disease, 
Pulmonary Infection, Race, Renal Failure, Renal replacement 
therapy, Respiration rate, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe Sepsis, 
SOFA-score, Max Systolic BP, Mean Systolic BP, Min Systolic 
BP, Valvular Disease, Weight loss 
10 0.2 40 
Age, Alcohol Abuse, Bacteremia, Candidiasis infection, Cardiac 
Arrhythmias, Chronic Pulmonary Disease, coagulopathy, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Deficiency Anemias, Complicated 
diabetes, Diabetes-Uncomplicated, Do Not Intubate, Do Not 
Resuscitate, Drug Abuse, Elective Surgery, Elixhauser, ICU 
Admit Unit, Fluid Electrolyte, Fungal infection, Given 
Vasopressors, Hypotension, Insurance Type, Liver Disease, 
Length of Stay-ICU, On Ventilator, Metastatic Cancer, Obesity, 
Other Neurological Disease, Peripheral vascular disease, Max 
Platelet Count, Min Platelet Count, Pulmonary circulation 
disease, Pulmonary Infection, Race, Sepsis, Septicemia, Severe 
Sepsis, SOFA-score, Valvular Disease, Weight loss 
15 0.2 13 
Age, Cardiac Arrhythmias, Do Not Intubate, Do Not Resuscitate, 
Glasgow Coma Scale, Given Vasopressors, Hypotension, 
Insurance Type, On Ventilator, Race, SOFA-score, Min Systolic 
BP, Valvular Disease 
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